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AI~i\ti.TMH~T- ONf·

unfurni~hc.:d.
Pllh1lt.' v.ud, pool $190 wduclc~ utllitlt:\. :\4;';-127 J.
I!UDROOM
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III I I MOll; I. Rea,iln'lblc dHiiY <1nd wccldy
1712 {'cnlrnl Sl: JJc:1r UNM. Phone255<l172.
11/17

iTJ.ICJI·Nc'ii•s' $121.00.

ONP. BLOCK UNM,
255·1 (t76.
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ROOMY I BR FURNISHlH> llpartmelll, utilitic'l
pan!, $1R'i.OO mo .• tl6 llnrvanl SH. Sec mnnagcr 1114
lilt lUte\ ittclmlcd.

( iood loc;uion. Good ~1udctll homing. Call 296-BJOG.

A\vAii_O~'\ViNNIN<, POl·l RY Rntl plmu;r~U~

the t.ullc~wr'\ lmt etltuon of< om:cpllom South'V.c~t
t'll ~.tiL' now fur a llllll(l'tl 11mc ((tf SLOO in Maucm
11,!11. ltltllfll 111'\ umllll\ the mall. C'(~Jilaino;, WPrk of
~~~l·t40 t 'N~1 Ar11m
tflt
ti\PPY' uliiliil>A'I: r\NN: The Tenor St11\ llmo~
'-~~~:_:,~JO,O.l
tlllll l·XIRAVAOI\NZA- J•REF 111~ Cruce~
<•rl't'tt < hih (Ill l·gg~. oml for !hr.' rc~t of Octoberwut ~,:re01m r,mdulada\ Wllh blue i.'Orn hmi11;n and
gn.•cn t.:hili Mo111n1g Wory Care. l9H Monte Vi~lll
Nl• 26H '1040 {Rtghl ilCJ'O\'i. CC!11ral rrortl llotly
nucnu
10i1\

LOST & FOUND

f fNU '\:'()('f{St r l· lN ll1c Pco"~' ( ·ori"J~. 277·:'i907
12101
HHIND· 1 W() WALLCTS. Etlwurd C Rllff nud
Khoil D. Nguvcn. ('lmm Marronllnll. Room lOS.
lfil

HllJND: WOMAN'S GOI.O wntch wltll broken
band. lllcnttryat1d clah1t. Marron Hnll. Room ros.

Al>llRLSS£,KS WAN1flJ IMMWIATGI.YJ Work

:w

ll~l D POIUI\BU· I V.'<, $35 00 tu $(dUXJ. 441
~~~.!!~~~.:._25'i_~82_._~---~-·
1012[)
non IAC'J<\iON 10·\PH·D P-r;ol~~~;;;wl hlc}'dc.
c tH1tf1Y .wei d~on1 n~.c Ctlulpme¥11, ruetalh~. ~rccn und
'.lht:r, 21 mdt frame Mint ~m1dnmn. $~~0 or be~t
nfler 29!1 MIH
tfn
Al-i c) r...A-x:--·r·XCl·l.l r NT ~:ondmon. Ku1g
"loi.LIJII:R2/1".2lil!-~401 $40()mhNufJt:r
lfn
"71i HAl l~H t.,r DAN, 20,0{J() nH., cnmnmn:al.
('X• l'llt·nl tnc'>, ~~uml. dean, 1:11y ~:at $HIOI:J (iii\ 2M
Ml!·l.
)01l'J
pj(jN[i~{ ')X-•I'ifl RI·CJ(Vl:k, 13.1 < . lurntable,
t•mnccr W-A ~pcakCr\ One nmnlh nld, ah~olutely
pl."rh:u Pwd SJ60.00, have receipt. Mtm ~ell
$220 00 lM~·2.270
liJ/11
20'" nAS RANW~. f35. ~99-010 11.
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~MAl(. HHHW!.ASS RlV, Sun1lar 1o t1 Dune
nu~gy,$J,OO(L299.0J09.

JOt/3

JHHH·. 'fARO SAI.f<. Oct. 14·15 ~Ul.-Sun. ll·(ipm
•136 Arnh~r~t NE. 1000'> CJf Antiques, gla~~ jar~,
dtllht!~, ~tUVC!>, r11UCh.

mare.

(0/J:l

10/tS
ROOMMA Tl· fO SIIAR& TWO lll,DROOM
1/0U~J· $1S01mo nlu~ utihli~. Ncarcumpus, prefer
artJ~t. no \lllllking, 266·3962nftcr 5:00.
10/19
T·IIU·l'LAC'I: M/\Kl·S TI·IIS unrurm~hcd 2 bdrm.
duple~ c.. en nker. Nc<Jr t:i\mpu~. $2.15. Timc~!Wer~.

2M-8700. $30 fl'c.
IOtll
llNM AREA SMALl. htmsc. Great for 1~2 people.
hrcfil:tce. Mmtlv furui~hed. Utilitic~ paid $185.00
mnnthlv. $100.00 tlepo~it. 262-0014.
10/17
\\.7
K TO CLASS, 2 hdr. unfurni,.!led apartment,

Al

di~hwaq)lcr,

yard, S200 inclucJC\ utlhlle'i, 1'imesavers

,,lii'I:R SILK SAL[.. 1/4 off.
drc'!l~c~

and

~carves.

lhlll Oct • .3 1pm.

;\1arron Hall.

10/18

J;OUND IN BIOLOGY buildittg: I bhtc-, I green
noor-::BACK wtbook~ inside. Men's gold
SWEATER. Orange and v.'hHe nylon .IACI\:E.T.
Women'!! SWEAiHR jacket. Plastie bike BOTTLE.
Men's Timex WATC'H. Yellow nnd white nylon tnc!ih
Ci\1', Paperback "lrttro to Algorilhms" Claim in
Biotogyofficc.
_
_
J0/18
LOST WI!DNESIJr\Y VK'INll'Y Alumni Chapel:
~mall

WO(}dcn lOY hor5c on 4 wheels. Grt'nt sen·
timcntal \'alue. 277-4666, J.W--1311.
10/16

Oi

m

""iupcrm;~n".

,mglc hound•~{)U can <ollll be th(
Tl1e lli1and thc;.~trc ~~
>l·ardno~ tor a ~mmg male wJih a gum! per~onahty
~md a gond physi~nl nppcarnucc to a(!t a~ it~
rcprc~cntnli~C or "':iupcrmnn" ;u ~hopping ~enter~.
m'J~ e~cnt<,, whoolc,, cu:. from Nov. J until
<'hri~tmu~ Thl'i i\ pan time emrloymtm thm offers
<1

:m c>:c:ellcm o,alary for ~cry lm!c work. Apply in
penon only to Hlland Theatre 4804 Central SE on
Thur~:oday, Oc~. 19, 1978 from 1:00pm.-4;00pm. The
p~)WCf
"Supcrmuli'' i~ COffilll&On ~!tung!
10119
/HE lilt.ANI) THEATRI·. l'i now Laking .urplit:nuom for pan·timl.' help. t\pphcant mu~t be able

or

..

('rUl:C\ lf you drive a
nuck, will help me move a wa.~lu;r to Albuquerque .
Calll'>'im>.:>' 291-~522.
10117
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La~

Monday, October 16, 1978

MISCELLANEOUS

Trip~. S99 buy~
Any ~>ile dark wuhiUl ~tain~d fratne, f2Hnfety
hner, {3)fonm in~ulrued cornfon pad, (4)any ~izl!
maurc<;~ with 3-)'r. _guuram~c. $99 at Water Trips.

C HbAP WATERBEDS AT Water

you:

R

(I J

1407 C'emrul Nr!. 255-2289.

03121

UNM Soccer Team playing Sttne: tournament. Skillful
player~ want.;;-d. Call :255-3853,2$5-0608.
10/19
YOU TOO CAN break a World's Record, rmnlcipalc
111 "Guiness W~)rld Record'S Night'' Sundoy 15 Oct.
78 m 6:00pm al Mr. Bojangles. Cost $1.00 advance,
$1.50 at thc door. Conte~lants contact Ronald Tnfoyu
nt299·8774,
10/13

o.nd

Blue Jeans

1st pair

H+f("IENCES Sl2). ONE 8LOCK from UNM.
tJri1idc"S"1ndudcll. 255~1676.
10116
HOOM FOR !tENT. Share ho!He with fanlily. 292·

We repair stereos 1 tv;sj tapes 1 and
also have electronic paris in stock.

The ASUNM Senate will address impeachment efforts against Vice
President Leonard Garcia Wednesday night, stemming from charges
of "violation of laws, trusts, and willful neglect of office."
ihe move to oust Garcia is being spearheaded by student Eirik
J ohn~on and Senator Russell Sommers.
0nc 'cnator, who dedincrl to hr !d~Pt;fk<l, <;~id thl' mo1·~ ~·- :•. :
peach Garcia had been in the works for several weeks. "There was a
lot of controversy surrounding his election in the spring," the senator
said."! think it's just catching up with him now."
Garcia, fined $55 by iast year's elections commission for campaign
violations, was also charged with perjury in connection with his
testimony before the colllmission at the close of the spring semester.
With the help of an attorney, he was cleared oft e jury count and his
election was validated.
The vice president has announced he plans to retain an attorney
again to face the impeachment charges. The lawyer will be paid with
ASUNM funds, as provided for in the student government con:
stitution.
Speci fie charges against Garcia include failure to organize an
ASUNM senatorial workshop, failure to keep designated office hours
and failure to deliver senate acts and resolutions to President Mimi
Swanson.
Another senator, who also refused to be identified, said, "They
(Johnson and Sommers) seem to be taking the shotgun effect with the
chttrges, hoping something will stick."

243-6954

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
neighbors
43 Biblical land
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Full of years 4~ Designation
S E L L
T R A M P
E L A M
45 Cote
5 AIL village
R 0 V E R
A R I A
S I N 0
46 Boxes
9 Rare violin:
A N T H R A C I~~
0 AM N
49
Roved
Informal
U N
14 Eternal city 53 Send money
1 V E S
R E D S
54 Speech part OFC(REDIT
15 Group of
N~TICE
55 Scruff
lhree
~-!:~rooslilslAM
56 Ammonia
16 Persian
~~T
SPUR~·IND
HuEs
0 p I E
0 RIA T E
compound
17 Opposed to:
0 N
57
Irish-Gaelic
Dial.
- E E r f l L LED
CRAW
M(ALT
58 Leak
18 Harassed
SHERATON
NAR R ow
59 Middle
19 Slow: Mus.
H I R E
Jo
V E R (C R E A T E
distance
20 Dead: 2
A L I T
EER(I(E.A V 0 N
runner
words
0 0 5 E
S N 0 0\0
T I E 0
60 Vegetable
22 Sore
61 Faction
23 Rip, e.g.
12 Slake
36 Fizzes
24 Judge's
13 Couturier
37 Salaries
DOWN
bench
21 Bits of fluff 39 Strew
25 Clair-1 - Islands, 22 Pungent
40 Not bare28 Meal
Ireland
footed
24 Chars
2--- girl
32 Divided
42 Interior
25 Given fact
33 Lament
3 Give off
26 Lyric poem 43 Poetic form
4 Make unfit
34 Imitate
45 Reason
27 Paint
35 Haul
5 Long step
46
Compress
ingredienl
36 Abounding
6 Treasure 47 Half: Prefix
7 - de-camp 28 Connects
in fish
48 Man's name
8 Female ani- 29 Industrialist 49 Had on
37 Fret
Cyrus38 Ending for
mal
50 Uncommon
9 Repress
all or ex
30 Thais, e.g.
51 He10ic
39 Saturates
10 Ditch
31 Fresher
52 Police-:
11 McNally's
40 Boutique
33 Woman's
Abbr.
partner
41 Americans'
name
54 Bird beak
ACROSS

SAID~r·

GSA Council Meeting
Saturday, October 11
9:00a.m., SUB room 230
All graduate students welcome!
Mexico's most famous name ill America's most

WANTE~

Poncho Villa tequila

12

13

I·
the Pancho VUia Gampany~

South Sari FrancisCo CA,

For i Ttiqabi llllllbo
1'1.1 oz. Pancho VIlla Tequila, l oz. Grenadine, orange jUice fo !ill. Mix in ll blender or
shake woll with <:racked lce 1 strain into· cbillod sour glasH. Top With lime e\ica and enjo'(l

GSA hears plan
By S. MOl'<TOYA

Proposals to unionize graduate students in an
•"' g.1in bnrgaining pow~-~· ·•:ith the UN~~
administration and State Legislature were discussed at
a Graduate Student Association council meeting
Saturday.
Graduate student Dennis Cohen said the first step in
this process would be for UNM graduate students to
become members of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP). As members of the
AAUP, graduate students could become members of a
union, pending the approval of the National Collective
Bargaining Agency, which approves unionization of
various organizations.
Cohen presented the council with three separate
proposals.
Receiving little support from council members,
Cohen said the pursuit of his objectives would continue whether or not he received support from the
GSA council.
Cohen said he expected propsals similar to his
would be introduced shortly in the ASUNM Senate by
Senators Rnssell Sommers and Mario Ortiz.
'''!~nipt

Cohen's fir~t proposal would cstabli~h the ti!:>A as a
negotiating organization, exerting pressure and
a>~uming greater control over the wages of teaching
~••-H;J._c.UH.~ ..u,'-<- h~ ~..:.u~.hi., ..:I:·'SL~~"-''llt:,.-

During the discussion of this. GSA President Steven
Maple said, "If we pick this fight, we will lose grossly
in the stl'uggle for power,"
The GSl'\ prqsently has two ex-officio members on
the Board of Regents advisory committee. Cohen's
second proposal would make these two members
eligible to vote.
Such a move would alienate the administration suid
Maple. "The Regents bend over backwards in attempting to resolve matters we feel important," he
said.
Cohen made references to the Universities of
Berkeley, Connecticut and Wisconsin, and was a~ ked
for specific recommendations here at UNM.
Cohen cited the possible collapse of assitantships
within the English department and the "extremely
unfair work loads" of graduate assistants working at
the Law School,
The third proposal dell with unionization guidelines
and was tabled until the next GSA council meeting.

Andromeda Galaxy seen from observatory

;•_

11!0 Proof,lmported and itottted by

City noise levels return to
normal today after a
weekend of precision flying,
courtesy of the Pentagon's
aerial billboards, the Blue
Angels.

A gap exists between secondary education and
higher education levels and the community is looking
toward UNM to fill this gap, said UNM Regent Henry
Jaramillo Friday at the Board of Regents meeting,
In his community college report, UNM President
Davis cited three ways in which the problem could be
approached.
He recommended the formation of a UNM-TV I
task force, an assessment of the community'.,
educational needs by survcy,and the formation of
plans relfccting the survey's conclusions, incluuing a
look at long-range solutions.
"There has been no thorough survey of the community in terms of assessing high school and junior
high school students' needs after graduation," Davis
said.
Davis. also said no survey has been taken to
determine what type of training is needed to enter the
city and stale job market.
The regents discussed the need for a "beefing-up"
of UNM remedial programs in an effort to fill the
existing gap.
Jaramillo said, "As we address this issue... the

area of remedial work comes to the fore, both the
quality and quantity of it."
Davis said remedial programs generate c1edit hour'>
at UNM 's sister schools.
Rcgem Calvin Horn discussed the pmsiblity of
giving credit to UNM students enrolled in such da"es.
"We find freshmen leaving UNM rrom a sense of
frustration," Davis said, "because they rind the
courses too vigorous and tough."
Davis said, "The ACT test i.s a good predictor in
finding the middle ground. In the ACT, student\ with
a scored of 26 or higher start on a high level and keep
out of this middle ground. Some classes arc too hard
for ~on1c students and not challcnginf! enough for
others."
Items approved by the regent> at the meeting were a
bid by Lembke Construction Co. for the expansion of
the UNM Oallnp Branch, the sale or transfer of used
dental equipment housed in the old dental facility, the
University Blvd. casement project, the pooled income
plun under which UNM will receive money and land
donations, the appropriations request for 1978-79 and
1979-80, and faculty contract!'.
UNM Provost McAllister Hull abo presented the
regents with a report on the Belen Extcn.1ion center.

Senate to address Student urges unionization
impeachment efforts

10/17

Barry's Electronic
Repair

I0/17

Aerial
billboards

,,

lobo
men's
shop

GYMNASTICS PROGRAM COORDINATOR
needed, l\lo~·crnent Explormion and Beginning
G:ymna~tics, aftemoon~. $3.25/hr. Inquire: Heights

with valid UNM lD

13. 50

5

2nd pair 512.50

WAITRR·WAITRESS ASSISTANT. Lunch shift,
Monday thru Frillny. IOAS to 3:00pm $2.6S per hour
p\\1'> lips, Apply in ncr::-o11 between 2:00 and 3:00pm,
Monduy thru F'riduy. AI Monte's Rc~tauranl. 1306
Rio<irnndeNW. r.:.o.E. M.r:,
10/JJ
!,ART TIMH COUNTER sales for evenings otnd
weekend. Appm~im<ltcly 25 hour~/wceli. Apply in
pcr~on Univct~ity nairy Queen. 2300 Central SE
(Acros~ frotn Popejoy Hall)
10/13

YMCA.26S·697l.

ents consider

"educational gap'

12!01

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

....

,-

Cordouroy

P/\R,T.'Jif...1E JOB graduate StlldCliLS only, After·
noons and evenings. Must bt' able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Must be 2.1 years oJd. Apply In
pt'r~on, no phone en/Is plt'ao;c.Savcway Liquor Stores
ut 5704 l.omct.~ NB, 5!i 16 Mcnuul NE,
10/13
CHELSEA STREET PU!l • Help wanted. Wuit•
penon., u~crage $4 per hour, full or pari time, tin~ or
lllght shift. KitchcnllclJl $2.65. hour. Apply in person
at Coronado t'euJcr.
10116
OVERSEAS JOBS· SUMMER/full time. Europc, S,
America, Au~tri!lia, Asia, etc:. All fields, $500·$1200
mollthly, expenses paid, sig1mccing. Free info, •
Write: hucnmional Job Center, Jlol( 4490·Nil
Ucrkc1cy, CA 9·1704.
10125

HA'r'·\) ...,HALOM

'·

..

By l'KrER MADRID

10/13

505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S

~

10126

TRAVEL

WILL PAY GAS lo, from

I

1.: --It, -7Y

tu work wt::ekntghh, wce~cnds, ;:tnd holid~ys (in·
eluding Christrn-as). Call for interview apointmem
aftert~·oo p.m. tmly. 265-4575.
J0/19

7.

'1\'Ci
. ...,

WORK OVJ-.RSL-:AS IN the Jlcacc Corps, 277·5907

)Jlen~c

call 255·
10113
I·OUND; IN MEN'S ku:kcr toom, JohnsotJ Gym,
tC:o:l for Ensli~h 290.002, "Red nnd Ulack" Stendhal,
daimmll()orniOS. Marron tlaU.
10/15
I'OUNO: MI~N'S TIMl:X Walth on tutquoh;c watch
botnd, C"a11262-IOJ7.
10117
FOUND! EXPOSED H.OLL ot 110 film • 20 C.\·
JlOiUrco;. Claim in Marton Hall lOS.
10/17
l<OUNO: KEYS NEAR Duck Pond. On piece of
leath_cr work Claim M:1rron Hall 105.
10/17
HlUNO: ROGHT'S THESAURUS and ,green
noteboob in Mitchell Hall 109. C'lilim Rm. 105,

~ull htukhn!!~

AlhuquCH.JUl'

EMPLOYMENT

1 OST: l'LII'PY, IH.ACK lab. l•our mtmths old. In
l)t)I~JO,Y

1 42'i b7ll t·xt. 220

f·VI N JF YOU arc not la'ltcr tJJan a ~pc~·Uing bullet
nr mt>rc pol.'.crfuJ than ~ l<r~·omotiYC or able- to lc;tp

OltHI5CS, ~urta~,
Ro~e. Z916

lfn
front of
4lR2.

r>al!a.,, rx 1:;211
llt08
I'IIAitMMY JN"II'RN WANTH> r~xcellcm hourly
W<~~~' (lJnrt Po~~· Program) ( 'onLUt:L; l·ran~;cs 1. Blair,
Dtt(.'.:tnr Ill Pharrn;.n:y, P (J U{Jj( JJH8, New Mexko
State I hr~p\tHI, Lu~ Ve~a~. New Mclli..:o 87701 or c;~ll:

Grc.-at colors! Wild

2()6·8700. $3(1 tee.
10113
ONI; Ill OCK 1'0 UNM. l>duxc furnl'ilu:d 011e
bedroom. Twin or double beds. $195 includes
mili11e~. Var.\it)' lfou~e 141 C'olumbln S.t:. 268-052$,
10117
fArE SLH;PI<R? 'This large fumi\hcd efficiency i~
ju~t a Quick jog fmrn campu~. $125 utilities paid.
lhm::saycrs S.lO fcc. 26t:i·S700.
l0/13

297),

at home · no cx.pedent·e nece~sary ··excellent puy.
Wnte Arwmcllll Sct\.KC, RJ50 Pnrk l anc, Sune I Z7,

lWSSICiNOL SKIS·l90, Doh1m1U: Booi"·IO'It, poles
paduge, New $250.00 mcd five limes lil35.00. 242·
J}~44.
10/13
l9Mi CHEVY VAN Y·B. N~cth ~OUIC cngine work,
Bc~t uiferovcr$.~00. 881·6914. Aftcr6pm.
10/IJ
CllS'fOM DlJII.T WOOD furrtiture created 10 lit
your need'l. SpccJaliting Ill bcclruom se1~. Merco
~nmu~. cedar i:hr;"~l\, and ndjustablc bopk~hclvc~.
Wholr~alc prke~. Solidwood, 345-1731.
10118
t.;JN(Jl·R HJTlH<A TOP of the line. Slightly u~c~l but
~!ill untler warruntly. /\ti!O!llallc bobbinwintlcr,
hhndh!.!m, make~ btlltonhok'>, ha~ comput~;rized
melch ~titch. Al\o doc!'i Jato; o( fancy ~tilcltcs. Reg.
$800 now $1 ~0 cnr,h. 81l1·4889.
10118

6.

ANTON1·-f·n S.1hllarl hof!c
10.111

FOR SALE

Ccntml!-:ii;. Oct. 10·14.

tn\'all:l45 2627.
IOJU
r:oR SAl 1:: l2X6 MOUIIJi home. SuJ)I:r !>tm))c,

\I'll nrl' mo l'llllf l'Oid, Swmprc Ron

2.

KJNKO'I., l YI'IN<; <,f RVJ( (· !IBM ')drdor.) anti
nuw l n11nutt· fla,·.pun Jlh•11u~ !'i11 .lpprunllllcnt
HlK Ji~l<c W,·,luk1·v·
tin

10'11

tu1

w\-f J';y -m!rJ H0.\\'
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By TORI WOOLF
You don't have to get hit in the
head to see stars at UNM.
The UNM observatory is open to
the public Friday nights from 8 to
10 p.m., weather permitting. The
observatory, on Yale north of
Lomas, features a 15 Yi inch
telescope, one of the largest in New
Mexico, said Steve Howell, a
graduate
student
studying
astronomy. He said an eight-inchh
portable telescope is also used and
each night two diffcrehl formations
are viewed ..
Friday night the large telescope
was focused on the Andromeda
Galaxy, about two and one-half
million light years away. The galaxy
appeared as a fuzzy white circle.
Howell said it was a bad night for
viewing because of the full
brightness of the moon.
'the small telescope Wa$ focused
on a double star. The stars appear
as a single star to the naked eye but
can be seen as two stars through the
telescope. One is blue and one is
yellow, said graduate student, Mike
DiSanti, because the stars are
eli fferent temperatures.

Howell said he studies the sky,
"because it's there and it's
unknown." He said, "there are so
many unanswered questions."
DiSanti
said
he
studies
astronomy, "to find out what the
universe is all about.''
Questioned about why they came
to the observatory, couples with
children said they carne because the
children enjoyed it.
One woman said she enjoyed it
because, "it's something you can't
relate to in your day-to•day life."
She said, "it's fascinating to see it
up close.''
DiSanti said, "In a se11se it is an
exact science but there is so much
approximation that goes into it."
Howell said the study of
astronomy is basically applied
physics.
Howell said he does not foresee
Star Wars-type spaceships flying
across the universe. "Probably the
·next thing we'll have is a space
station and people living on the
moon," he said.
Howell said it would not be easy
to have ships that fly all around the

universe. "We're having trouble
now getting out of our solar system
and our solar system's such a small
part of even our galaxy, let alone
our universe," he said.
DiSanti said that in January,
Jupiter and Saturn will come into a
position where they can be viewed.

He said the two planets are
generally the most exciting thing
that can be seen through the
telescopes on campus. A partial
eclipse of the sun may be viewed in
February.
DiSanti said the observatory,
which is run by the astronomy

department, is used for laboratory
classes four iimes a week.
Howell said that about a hundred
persons come to view the stars on
an average Friday night. The best
time to come is on a clear night
when there is little moon light, he
said.
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Congress may work until dawn
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Negotiators toil over tax bill
W/\SIIINCdCJN (lJI'l)
Tilc
( <llll'l<';; toliL•d IOWlllU adi<Hifnlft<:lll Sa1111day with pas>apc
ol 1'1 nidcnt Carter's energy
pac·ka~,. all but certain and House·
1J'itlt

.1-.,l•nall..' llt'J.ullintorr.. hanlllH.·ring out
a n>mprotni\L' tax bill.

lh<' final ><:'>ion was destined to

!'" !at<' '"'" the night with
'"''"lila! t<JJI it rmvht end around
di.t\\-IL

Both houses, however, still faced them, "if' it mc~ns coming back
a huge stack of unfinished bill> Monday, we will come back
some of lhem highly controvcr.sial Monday,"
- and Senate Democratic Leader
Congressional leaders agreed
Robert Byrd could not rule out the three bills - taxes, energy anct a
po.~>ibility the ses.sion would .spill resolution providing money for
over i 111 o next week.
unfunded agencies - must clear
Byrd, obviously tired from a bcl'orc mcmebers can rush home for
scri<:s of posHnidnigilt .session.\ but the final stages of their re-election
still in good spirits, played a tunc campaigns.
on his fiddle for reporters and told
High on the agenda, but without

moro
~eett

the same priority, was a cornpromise public works bill, the
Humphrey-Hawkins
Full
Employment Bill and legislation to
curb the spiraling cost of hospital

services for Reps, Ralph Metcalfe,
D-Ill., and Goodloe Byron, D-Md.
The heavily-democratic '95th
Congress, which frequently warred
with Carter, gave the White House
cnre.
some key victories but also some
The Senate also was hampered by bitter defeats over the two-year
a lullf-hc~rtcd filibuster against the stretch.
energy tax bill, and the House
The president, working with his
scheduled no votes until al'tcr 4 first congress, fared best in the area
p.m. a.s members llew to funeral of foreign policy.

~his

presents

"FRIDAY NIGHT
LNE"

t;/lartatud organization or campvs grOIIP may submit lin
noum:.&mtJh/$ of events or sp_Dciul meear19S ta rhu

/loqm 138, M,~ffOil Hal/. Th6 LOhCJ Wllf lltiOmpt to
P1Jbl1sh 11otlcus th8 day IJafom and thfl day fJf ~hu molltltlfl
but NO GUARANTEE OF PIJBL/CATTDN IS MAIJE Tho
OdltOrs Sll!J!Ji!St t/Jar groups_ wn;llm, to_Jli,IIJ/lci.lt~lmporr<mt
f16W.$f0011l,

flVOntS

World News

purchnSt~

October 20, 1978 6 p.m. UNM Mall

• Queen Coronation
·Introduction of Lobo football team
-UNM Marching Band/ Collegiate Singers·
-UNM Cheerleaders, Chaparrals, Trailblazers

Investigator checking
past GSA officials

• PEC presents Pablo Cruise,
8 p.m. UNM Arena
• PEC Disco Dance,
10:30 p.m. Subway Station

HEAVY DATE
Appointment With The Future
For Engineering Grads
Engineering opportunities exist at Hughes Aircraft
Company, Culver City, California, in its Electro-Optical
& Data Systems Groups, for graduates with the
following degrees:
• BS in EE, Comp Sci, ME
• MS in EE, Comp Sci, ME
• Ph.D in EE

Analog & Olgltal Circuit Design
Hybrid Circuit Design
Systems Analysis
Systems Engineering
Signature Technology
Pattern l;lecognition
Image & Information Processing
Computer Architecture
Scientific Programming
E.O. Sensor Design
Optical Systems Design
Signal Processing Circuit Design
Structural Dynamic Analysis
Mechanical Product Design
Servo Design

r------------------,

I

I

HUGHES;

I

I

L------------------J

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CClMPANY

...

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

GlD YO~W;,;,;N~=

officials who have been gone from
here for several years but who were
involved in multi-million dollar
leasing and construction contracts," Alto said in an interview.
"I'm going back to both the Ford
and Nixon administrations, and
I'm even going back before that
time - not so much from a
prosecuting point of view but to
develop a history of fraud within
the agency.
"It isn't just the past few years
that GSA has been the way it is,"
Alto said. "Corruption at GSA can
be traced back to the Truman
administration and has proliferated
in each succeeding administration.
"I think within a short period of
time the nood gates arc going to
open up and you are going to sec
the depth of the corruption at GSA
going back over many years," he
predicted.
GSA officials estimate that at
least $100 million a year i.s lost
through fraud by the government's
$5 billion building and procurement
agency, in addition to more than
$165 million lost annually through
mismanagmene! and waste. ·

r---------·-------~
.. . · Buyoneeiua
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Positrons are also available for 8$ graduates on our
Masters FelloWship Work-Study and our Engineering
Rotation Programs. For details, interested graduates
are requested tq schedule interview appointments
with our recruiter. Your placement office will schedule
you for our recruiting visit Oh Friday, October 27, 1978
I

WASHINGTON (UPI)Thechicf
investigator looking into fraud and
mismanagement at the general
service administration dislosed
Saturday he is investigating "very
high" GSA officials who served
under earlier administrations, even
though the Statute of Limitations
may have run out in some cases.
Vincent Alto, the former Justice
Department prosecutor who has
headed GSA's internal investigation since May, said much of
his investigation is focusing on
higher ups within the agency.
"I am looking into very high

Covered
WP"ago.n

The positions involve the development of advanced
electro-optic and space sensor systems, laser
systems, and airborne computers and software. OpTr-: positions involve the development of advanced
electro-optic and space sensor systems, laser
systems, and airborne computers and software. Opportunities are available in the following specialized
areas:

~."

weapons.
The reinforcements from the
North Vietnamese heartland are
believed headed for the Tay Ninh
region northwest of Saigon, scene
of bloody battles in the days of
U.S. involvement in Vietnam,
Once there, the reinforcements
arc expected to bolster more than
seven divisions of Hanoi's troops
that since last June have been involved in border fighting with
Cambodia.
Much of the fighting has been in
the "Fishhook" area along the

1
I
I
I

get the next smatler size free.
""'now

Pizza lnn'olrroolstlblo otzzu
twiCe u tempting. \Wh 1111a coupon,
"')~you buy any.glon.t,largo.ormodlumstzoltd., cru. II p!Z:Zo onny [argos~e
tth'-"'i crust piZZa at tt,e regular menu Pfk:e.- we'll giVe" you one P'zz• of the next

number. _of Ingredients and th~ same type crust free.
I . amal.1er Size wlth_eQUII
· Present thla COUpon With gUMt check.
I INN-10
V.lldlhru: Uot.23,1!l78
P,J :4 ;_.,.

. Coupon Not Valid for Gounnol Plzza:s
L
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12·1'0 W)·uming Blvd, N. K

5555· Mmugomcry N.l~.
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frontier - another name familiar
to U.S. soldiers who invaded
Cambodia in 1970 - and has included bombing missions by
American-buill F-5 and A-37
airplanes captured by the Communists when South Vietnam fell
three years ago.
U.s. Analysts believe Hanoi is
putting up to one-sixth of its total
army of about 600,000 men into
Tay Ninh and the region just north
of it for an offensive against the
regime headed by Cambodian
strongman Pol Pot.
The offensive is expected to kick
off in about 30 to 45 days when the
countryside dries out from unusally
heavy monsoon rains, sources said.
It is expected to focus in an area
where Vietnamese troops early last
summer carved out an enclave up to
I 5 miles deep in Cambodian
territory and are occupying former
rubber plantation towns of Snuol,
Mcmot and Krek.

Papal electors
enter conclave
VATICAN CITY (UPI) Crimson-cassocked
cardinals
entered the ritual world of the
secret conclave Saturday to select
an heir lo Pope John Paul I as
spiritual leader of the world's 700
million Roman Catholics.
"Extra omnes," chanted the
papal master of ceremonies
Monsignor Virgilio Noel, ordering
"everyone out" of the Sistine
Chapel at 4:46 P.M. (9:46 a.m.
MST).
For the second time in 50 days,
the doors of the Sistine Chapel
swung shut, scaling Ill princes of
the church in the conclave where
they must remain until their 264th
ponti rr is elected.
From now on, the only corn·
Inttnication with the conclave will
come twice a day by means of
smoke signals from a steel chimney
atop the Sistine Chapel - while
smoke if a Pope has been elected
and black if he has not.
The cardinals hold their first
ballot 9:30 a.m. (2:30 a.m. MST)
Sunday and the first puffs of smoke
arc expected at noon (5 a.m. MST).

HpflfQjlfUJ/6
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The Student Organizulion for
Latin American Studies will show
two Cuban films, "The Adventures
of Juan Quin Quin" and "For the
First Time," tonight at 7 and 9: 15
in the SUB Theatre. The films arc
part of a series that will continue
through Dec. 4. Admission for
SOLAS members is $1, or $4 for
the entire series. Non-members and
general public will be. cha~ged
$1.50, or $5.50 for the en lire sencs.

.. ..
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Vietna111 builds offensive
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Traffic on Vietnam's main railroad
has been disrupted by an additional
10,000 to 13,000 troops moving
south for an impending military
offensive against the radical
Marxist regime in neighboring
Cambodia, U.S. government
sources said Saturday.
Citing intelligence reports, the
sources said civilian trains have
been postponed and rescheduled
along portions of the Hanoi-Saigon
rail line in recent weeks to ease
movement of troops and heavy

·.'! ·,'; -;;
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Homecoming 1978

A meeting or Women in
Management is scheduled today at
noon in Room 122 of the business
building. Guest speaker will be
Linda Thorne from Merrill Lynch.
Bring your lunch. All students are
weleomc.
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The Association for Womt•n in
The l'NM Truilhhtzers will meet
Science invites women faculty, Tuc;day morning at 6:30 HI the
graduate and undergraduate science Snmbn's on the- l."ornc-r of
students to gather in Room 134 of University Blvd. and !11ennul.
the Honors center at 12:30 p.m.
·,\- ~·: ·:.
Tuesday for a formal discussion by
Or. Maria Tikhanncn. Tikhanncn is
Happ) Hoopers wheelchair
a chemist and supervisor~~ the New
bllskethall
exhibition will he belt!
Mexico State Scientific L.abs in the
tonil!.ht
in
J
"hnson C!vm at 7. The
Division of Health and Envir(ln·
cxbiloiti"n
is
part of Exceptional
ment.
, .... ,
('hiltlren'.s
Week
.spomoretl by the
•.• ·.· ·.·
Student Council for Fxccption
Debor11h Hcminr;to!t, (111 in- Children.
ternationally exhibited oil painter
and printmaker from New York,
•,·
will give an illustrated public talk
on her work which she describes as
The l':'\M Soccer Team will
"portaits of object> in space." The compete in a ~t:.ne tournament in
talk will be at 8 p.rn. in room 2018 Socorro on Oct. 21 nnd 22. Players
\Jf the Fine Arts Center. Admission arc invited to try out T<te,day and
h free.
Tllur.sduy.

The

Student

l:x~eptional

Council

fnr

c'hildren

h .spon.soring
a presentation by Dr. Smnucl Kirk
on Tuc..,dav at l\·lontCIUnHl
l·lc•nwntnrv Sc·hool. The meeting
will he held at 7:.10 p.m.
.•.
,j

,·,
.• ..
....

A r~·prcscntntive from ClCOI'!'-C
Wtt.shmglon Ltniver'>ity Law School
\"-'ill hL' on ~ampu~ lue!-.duy morning
al Career Sen iccv, Mc"t Vista Hall
:!1:11.

Dr. A. Trujt•quc, assi'iallt
ptnl'cssor ol' mcdktnc ill the t::--.M
1\kd Sc·hool, will 'penh to the l'n··
mcd Club toni~ht at 7 in ~litc·h~ll
llalll22.
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108 Vassar SE

I

Across from UNM.

268-2300
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10% of on all parts and
accessories or 5% off on all
new bicycles purchased.

'i
' '

R.C. Hallet's Bicycles
2122 Coal Pl. SE •

843-9378

ss.oo off

on a bicycle tuneup

R.C. Hallet's Bicycles
2 blocks from campus, off Yale
between Lead and Coal
Expires 10-30-78

•••.

~~,

Directly Across From Yale Park

2216 Central SE-265-5986

Free Soda
Receive free small soda with
purchase of a sandwich.
Expires 10·20·78
Excludes inflation and health spa.

. AJJ
toenow.
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HAMBURGERS 8 HOT DOOS
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The N~ Mt.rico DoUJI Lob'· 1~ .PubiU:hl'd
Mond:iy· through Friday ~Very regular week
of the UniYetslty year and wt.-eldy dui'ing t~c·
~ummcr session_ by the Board. or Studc·nt
Pu.blicatlonsof the University of New Me'!dcO
Bnd is_ not financially llSSOCiBted wlth UNM:
Second ~-~~--postage paid at AlbUql.lcrqUe;
New Mex•co _B71_31.. Subsc;Jptlon rate is
tlO,OO for the aClidCinlc-ycar.
The opirllon~ elr:pres.scd on -the editorial
pages_ of _'rhc Doll!J Lobo arc those o( thf1
author .solei)~. Un.~lgned _opinlo_n Is that of th~
cdlt'?rial board of The Dally LoOO. Nothing:
J~rfntcd In The Daily Lobo nCCcssaril~
~nts"the views of the University of New
Me&lco.

Dairy Queen* braziet
has it all
Food and Dessert
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Senator cites evils
of economic laws

l.!Jl.l,!)

Opinion

Raccoon coats

J t 1.. 1.yr,licul thPrHy oi lu~~tory 1~; rWV(!r rnorn upparont thnn on today's
!llliVl!f'dty r;iHTI[Hl~~nt;. T Jw:. poinl 1~. f!SfH.H.iu!ly Well illustrcJtr?d by thU

lly ROBERT R. LEE

Senator Pete Domenici followed
his Candidate's Day campaigning
on the UNM campus Thursday
evening in a short talk to the
Association
of
Accounting
Students at the Faculty Club.
Dorncnici, R-N,M., told the club
government at every level is taking
too large a share of American
productivity in the form of taxes,

n~'-".tlt rm,urqrmcP of traditional HornHtorrunn activitn!>. Today mtlrks
lhl• tJI!l'jtrtrllllq or HorHPC.OrTlHlU Wrwl< nt UNM.
Ill rllUHlt ynat'i tliF! rCJCCOOfl (;(Jdt nnd tho footbull uarnn oftml rL<.tyod
'"'"'"'I taldl" to llw fiHI"d d;minw illlCI IIH! anti war rally. ThourJh on all
t 11 Jt thr! f1JfJ~;t radJUJI LOtnpu•:J1!4i Hcmmcorninn activities continued,
·,tudn 11 t~. plau~cl tuqtH~r pnority on dHtlOlHlCinH tllH status quo by
~.tnrJI<Inq pot w1d rncndmtq c~ncHnst tim Vtntnarn War.
Urt •;onw Cillll!Hl')Hs traditional HornncornHl{J cvcmts were adap1ed to
tlu• '60't, nH1ic. Army fnti!JUml roplw;od tuX£!does nt ''formal~~ dances,
o~rul p.nlu rp;11rh boonrnd to '"''d rr1ck mstnad of jittorilugging to swing

bawh.
1hr'i Y"ar·,, H<uno;:ornin\J a;:trvrlios will lmar out the fact that history
m 1w;Jtti 1 tsr~lf. w; wHam in tho rnidst of o period of relative calm. UNM's
l'llB flortll!cominn foo;\lvitros rr.sornble more than ever those prevalent
llilllf• pm 1!!VOIU1Hlll day!;.
W~!<lno•;day tlu: stucltmt body will choose a 11omecoming queen from
.Jlll<HHJ 11 pro1lly filG<lS. Unlike 1968, there are no male candidates. At
ilw L,olm Aml"' footlmll \Jamn this we.ekend, which culmin?tcs
Hmnl!cornlllf! Wnek, lim r:hoson face will be crowned and dnven
around the fmld.
Politics will be absent from the Tamale Fiesta and the Homecoming
Hun Saturday. Jitterbugging is again in vogue, as will be exhibited at
tim chsc:o Homecoming dance that evening.
Those same jitterbugging faddists are cutting their hair shorter,
Wl!illlrlq unfadecl denims !when they aren't wearing silk shirts and
ph•ntr:<i trousmsl ond are mom interested in getting jobs than
lwycot 1111\1 nr<l pes.
Till• av•;rwtn sttJdunt is in school these days less to protest, but morn
to , onfornL Erwr11im; arp. bBinn directed toward finding high-paying
1uh:> anr1 suitr~biH spousn~, BP.fon~ rnaehinn these ooals, thoy're here tn
it, lVI' fun
t- 01 thP··iH :,tudnnt!i. who <:all b~! [:nllud thH ''now silont ~Jennration, ''
w~> ,,. 1y ""I"Y i1 wh1i" you cnn' r or you frustrated revolutionarios. tak"
trr>.Ht

tla• '.yclrcal rmtum of tlus theory dornand> tho reernornuncc of

1;(\!\fllr:!

M.Jylw tim wcwthur will be cool onOlJrth for raccoon coats.

Letters

Role important

Edrtor:
.
I '"'Joyed mading your story on the Trinity bomb site annual tour
(Qcl 91. However, as journalists, you should be aware that in the whole
drdrna surrounding the secret development of the first nuclear bomb, a
member of the fourth estate played a very important role.
It's not that New York Times reporter William L. Laurence happened
nn o scoop; Laurence was in it from the beginning. In the early 1940s
when nuc:lear power was no more than a twinkling in Albert Einstein's
eye, Laurence was writing about the possibilities of atomic energy and
its consequences.
A native of Lithuania, he had come to America in 1905, landing in
New York penniless. He had gone to college and worked his way
through Harvard Law School by tutoring rich boys. Laurence already
had won a Pulitzer prize in the course of his journalistic campaigns.
A story by Laurence called "The Atom Gives Up," was published in
tl1e Sept. 7, 1940 issue of the Saturday Evening Post. The story, which
dealt with the possible applications of nuclear research, was later
classified as top secret by the military and anyone who requested it
from a library was interrogated by intelligence agents.
Two months before the Trinity bomb was exploded, the Interim
Committee on the Manhattan Project selected Laurence for releasing
the news of Trinity to the world. Along With Robert Oppenheimer and
Enrico Fermi, Laurence was one of the eyewitnesses to the exlosion at
Alamagordo.
Laurence's assignment was kept secret and stories filed by the
reporter carried a London dateline to help throw off suspicion.
When the Nagasaki mission took off, he was an observer in the in"
strument plane that accompanied the bomber. It was the dispatch he
wrote on this ride that led to his second Pulitzer Prize for the best news
story of the year. His lead read something to the effect: "The atomic
age was ushered into the world today,"
Reflecting on the emergence oi nuclear forces, Laurence wrote, "No
moral force could have stopped it. The decision to use the bomb Was
not a human decision at all but one predetermined by historic forces.
We might easily have stumbled into nuclear war by now had we not
known, through Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the ultimate horror of the
bomb.
Bert Deinstein
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he said,
The proposed amendment also
tics future tax cuts to government
spending, said Domcnici. As long
as national produclivity grows, a
fixed 19.5 per cent federal share of
taxes would become a larger
amount, thus obviating the need for
tax increases.
"We should no longer make il
sound like people who invest in

"But we have to remain finn in
enforcing national environmental
standards," said Domenici.
He also said New Mexico faces
water problems in the futLJrc. "If
we grow at the rate of 7 per cent a
year from now until the turn of the
century, our population and our
water needs will cross."
Ninety per cent of water use in
New Mexico is for agriculture,
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Hall combustible
Editor:
Bill Carroll of tlw UNM Safety Dept. is q•.Joted in Friday's LOBO as
snyinu that "Mitchell Hall is not combustible other than tables and
chairs," Also, by the way, the "Titanic" was "unsinkable." Since
smoke is what kills people more often than not the desks and chairs
would certainly be enough. but as an ex-fireman I am certainly tempted
to question whether Mitchell Hall could burn or not. I think the
Albuquerque Fire Dept. might also.
Please do rne a favor in printing this letter as I would like to get this
issue off rny chest. The Albuquerque Journal failed to print a letter I
wrote them two weeks ago on the same issue when the manager of the
AlbLiquerque Inn claimed his hotel was fireproof in a story about a small
fire at the lnr1. I have yet to see a totally fireproof or non·combustible
buiding in Albuquerque.
Robert Tansey

Stumping on campus Thursday evening, Republican Senator Pete Domenici told members of UNM's Association of Accounting Students that government policy is discouraging
investment in America.

ii

Replace students

Editor:
Although the articles concerning our departmental desire to replace
student dispatchers with permanent full-time personnel have been very
good, they have tended to create a feeling of embarrassment for some
of these young people. If you would be so kind, I would appreciate very
much the opportunity to praise those students who are doing and have
done good jobs in that particular capacity.
The University of New Mexico needs student-employee participation,
and it should be encouraged whenever possible. However, University
administrators should also be aware that the nature of some of these
jobs places a student, whose primary responsibility and interest is in
academia, at a tremendous disadvantage.
To those students who have done a good job, I thank you.
Berry D. Cox
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Falling for line

I

',!

'

Editor:
I can't help but chuckle at the article on the Greeks passing out Joe
Skeen material.
I am not sure all of the Greeks are falling for Skeen's line, but the
ones who are must surely rank with the Greeb from that pop hit
''Animal House.'' If Joe Skeen had had his way, the 18-year-olds still
would not have the vote. He worked hard against that bill. He also
voted against major pieces of civil rights legislation and education bills
in almost every category.
Take a closer look, fOlks ... , this guy is bad news.
Don Bachicha

and said national economic policy
has created an unfavorable climate
for investment in America.
The city, state and federal
governments together use 37 per
cent of the nation's gross national
product in taxes, Domenici said.
That figure would have been a
"fairy tale" 20 years ago, he said.
The senator also said America
"is at the bottom rung of free
societies in terms of individual
productivity."
"We are also at the bottom rung
in terms of investing in ourselves.
"I don't think that government is
responsible for everything that's
happening." Domenici said, "but
it's obvious that national economic
policy is responsible to a great
extent for what I've just
described."
Domenici described the Nunn
Amendment, recently passed by the
Senate as "a very exciting concept." He also said the amendment
to the tax-cut bill, now being
considered by the Senate, is
progressive legislation that would
limit the federal government's tax
share to 19.5 per cent of the GNP.
The federal government now takes
22.4 per cent of the GNP in taxes,

Ronald J. Colyer
kevin E. Richardson

Domenici said. He said the slate
needs "new techniques" to make
agricultural water-usage more
efficient, and suggested . future
advances in desalinating brackish
water may be useful here.
An audience member argued that
the $30 billion tax cut the Senate is
considering is inflationary, and that
the money should go toward
balancing the federal budget.
Domenici said the cut would be
reduced in House-Senate conference, probably to about $21
billion. He also said "justice in the
tax system'' would reduce· the
federal
budget
deficit
by
eliminating circumvention of the
tax laws by some people.

FOUR DAYS OF

PICKIN' & SINGIN'

WITH NINE SUPER GROUPS

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

SALOMON
FILM FE TIVAL'78
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»Jt
1 J!.YIJ!.
Ufifl1~
D ~ J~J~_~J~
'!JJ J!.ll lifl\E
Jm'l!l~t
And the Bluegrass Boys • Friday night
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PRRHS
College Studies
Got You Down?

Afternoon atheletes
Editor:
This was written in response to your article concerning Intramural
Athletics on Oct. 12. I Wish to suggest you put in the results oi the
games as they are played, instead of a conglomera!~ of the season
results at the season's er:1d. Ail of us ''afternoon athletes" like to see our
teams and names mentioned, and this coUld be accomplished with dayto"day coVeiage.
We of the Coronado FAG, Friday Afternoon Club, have enjoyed
successful seasons in football· and soccer, as well as softball and
football last year. We hope to continue enjoying Intramural Athletics
throUgh the semester, and into the spring. Besides, if you print this, I'll
get my name in the paper.

America are bad guys, We have to
change some policies to excite
people about investing," said
Domenici. He said that a liberal
capital gains tax would aid
"middle-Income Americans as well
as those on the top end" by
stimulating investment.
Of New Mexico, Domenici said,
"This state, in a very real sense, is
economically new, We are growing,
while other areas are having great
problems undoing the ruinous parts
of their past history."
The Republican said he foresaw
new technologies, energy research
and development and mining as
contributing to the state economy
in the future.
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THE GREATEST SKI FILMS YOU'LL EVER SEE:
Garmisch'78

Don't Throw It All Away ....

A 21·mhu.lte film With exCiting footage ·of men's: an·d women's

Join the employables in as
little as 6 months I

1978 FIS Garmisch World Championships.
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alpirtc ski competition from the

'rhe Lonaese Winter
A i.?-minute

film describing

a long Winter of troubles for an enthusiaStiC racer.

Wincerwinas

A 20-minute color er\teftainment film.
The grace o( m:m :ind natUre 1h t~ree distinct eri'Vir'Oments-the sky 1 the mountains tl.iid the sea. Beautiful and exciting (ootage
o( powder skiing and surfing,
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Limited number of free tickets

"It's the I' ARKS EXI'ERIEN CE
thatsgcts jobs.''
Starts Sept. ·25
jr[f;unt'lul Aid Avall"liTL'
Jtih l'lnt't.'n1cnl As:d~lilllct•

221 Sal\ Pedro NE
266-7851

8;00 p.m., Ottober 17th
Popejoy Hall, UNM
~ 1.50 donation
Proceeds gOing to the

UNH Sko Team

available at:
Gard~hswar.tz Spartz
H. Cook Sporting Goods Co,
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Thurs. - 7:30 PM - 11:30 PM
Fri. - 7:30 PM - 11:30 PM
Sat. - 11:00 AM - 11:30 PM
Sun. - Noon - 5:00 PM

WORKSHOPS
ll AM- 2 PM Saturday
Gospel Singin'
on Sunday

OLD TUCSON
201 S. Kinney Rd., Tucson,AZ 85705
Go West on Ajo or Speedway to Tucson Mountain Park
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Activites planned
for Homecoming

WE HAVE NO
""TRAINEE" POSmONS

JJJ STAUFFER

l~y

lJNM'> 1978 Homecoming began a week of activitic> with the presentation of Homecoming Queen
candidates at the Texas Tech - UNM game on
Saturday.
Election of the Homecoming Queen will be held on
Wednesday, from 8 to 5. Polling places will be set up
at the SUB, President Davis' Home, La Posada
Dining Hall,and the Engineering Complex.
There will be a mini-concert presented by the
Popular Entertainment Committee in the Subway
Station at 8 p.m. on Wednesday featuring "The
Feedcrz.'' There will be a cover charge of $3.
On Friday, at 6 p.m., "Friday Night Live" will
begin on the UNM Mall with the coronation of the
Homecoming queen and her attendants, introduction
of the football team, and a concert given by the
Collegiate Singers and UNM Band,
Homecoming decorations will go on display at 7:30
p.m. on Friday at fraternities, sororities, and other
student organizations. Students may vote for the
"People's Choice Trophy" awarded for the best
decoration.
Pablo Cruise will be in concert at UNM arena
Friday at 8 .m. Tickets arc $8.50, $7.50 and $6.50 and
may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket Office.

Whc>n you <om(" lo work 11t ~tduffPr Chf>mr<.als, you start
nght tn ill a rPIPE'tlE•d···and rPsponsible--m~mbrr <Jf our
ltilff You will l1<1ve rxpmurP ;md vi11bEI1ty from day one;
not bP '1-lu,_k rn an a'i:'ihtdnl )lOSit"run for years. If you feel
your Pdu< dtion has prepuref you for rmmediate respomibdily, you ow<' 1t I<! your.>elf to Pxplore the exciting
orwn1ngs dvarla.ble rn ch(•rmca/ engme<•ring, mechanical
PngmePnng, du•mrstry ilnd W<.hnlcal sales.

W<' offpr above avPrage salaries and a complete program of
l><•nt>fits for cornpletP 1nforrnalion, meet with Richard
M<l< Jwll, our campus rt'pre><'ntativc when he visits your
< ilmpu; on Thursdily, October 19. tf you are unable to
nwel with us, write to us outlining your experience and
rMeer dP~rrPs. In the meantime, see our information in the
l'larPnWnl Office. STAUFFER CHEMICALS, Employee
Relations Department, P.O. Box 3050, San Frandsco, CA
94'119.

An [.q\Jal Opportunity Employer/Male & Female
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OPTICAL

Ophthalmic Optician

I'ATRJCIA BACA

After the concert, there will be a disco dance at the
Subway Station presented by the PEC.
All University students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend the University Women's Breakfast at
the SUB Ballroom Saturday at 9 a.m. sponsored by
the Mortar Board alumni. The charge is $3,7~ and
tickets may be purchased at the Alumni registration on
Friday, or Saturday, in the Popejoy Hall lobby.
Also on Saturday, the H.Cook Homecoming 4.5
mile Run will begin at 9 a.m. at the UNM Law School.
The Tamale Fiesta will be held Saturday from II to
1 p.m. at the UNM Arena for graduating seniors and
UNM alumni. Tickets may be picked up during the
Alumni Registration on Friday and Saturday in
Popejoy Hall.
For Homecoming's highlight, the NMSU Aggies
and the Lobos will meet at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday for
their annual grudge match.
Fraternities, sororities, and other campus
organizations will hold Open Houses after the game.
A disco dance in the Subway Station presented by
the I'EC and emceed by "7 Plus" will begin at 8:30
p.m. on Sat\lrday. There will be a $2 cover charge for
non-students and$ I for students,
"The Dazzle" will provide entertainment at the
Homecoming Dance in the SUB Ballroom at 9 p.m. on
Saturday night. There is no cover charge.

Student exchange to begin
A program offering students a
chance to study at other statesupported colleges and universities
in the U.S. al in-slate tuition rates

has been implemented at UNM.
UNM was accepted to the
National
Stude'nt
Exchange
program October by coordinators

Submit
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Quality Eyewear
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NEXT ISSUE-

So you're going to college to be
a lepidopterist
Will You Have
A Job When You
Graduate?
You like catching, mounting
and cataloging butterflies. Is
there any reason for you to
believe your career will take off
after you graduate? In the next
issue of Insider-the free
supplement to your college
newpaper from Ford~ollege
degrees and careers they prepare you for will be discussed.
And while you're enjoying

Look for Insider-Ford's continuing series of
cOllege ne\tVSpaper supplements.
I

II

your Insider, check out the
sharp new Fords for '79. Like
the New Breed of Mustang
with dramatic new sports
car styling. And FiestaWundercar. Ford's fun little
import You can bet Ford
has just about everything
you'd wantto drive.
See if your college education
and career hopes are working
together, read the next Insider.
And check out the new lineup
of '79 Fords. They'll both put
you on the right road.

FORD

from the 43 member sctwols, said
Suzanne L. Hart, assistant director
of International Studies and
UNM's NSE coordinator.
"Coordinators reviewed UNM 's
facilities and decided that there was
enough cooperation throughout the
University to implement the
program," Hart said.
"Everybody involved with the
program at UNM has been very
enthusiastic and supportive," she
said.
All credit hours for up to one
academic year on .the exchange
program will be transferred, Hart
said.
To qualify, students need a 2.5 or
higher cumulative grade-point
average, full-time status, and
sophomore or junior standing at
the time of the exchange.
Student exchanges arc arranged
through one ()f' two plans developed
to meet the needs and conditions in
various states and institutions.
Under <me plan, guest students
register at the host college or
university as tran;fer students. Outof-state fees arc waived so thai
these students pay the in-state
tuition of the host institution while
on exchange.
Under the second plan, exchange
students pay the usual tuition and
fees to their home institution, and
then enroll at the host campus as
special students.

Workshops

find outlets
Registtation for workshops
exploring personal problems
dealing with anger and assertiveness
begins today at the Women's
Center, 1825 Las Lomas, NE, a
counselor for !he Center said
Sunday.
Landra White, the center's
counselor and coordin"ator of the
workshops, said registration runs
for one week and tnust be done in
person at the center's front desk.
"Dealing with Anger" wilt be
held on Mondays from 7 to 9 p.m.
and will run for six weeks beginning
Oct. 23.
''Assertiveness Training" will be
conducted in two six-week sections.
A lunchtime group will meet on
Mondays and Wednesdays at noon
beginning Oct. 23. An evening
group will meet on Tuesdays from 7
to 9 beginning Oct, 24.
White said individuals in the
assertiveness gJoups make up
contracts forcing themselves to
practice behaving in different ways.
The anger Workshop shows in"
dividuals new outlets for expressing
their
anger,
she
said,

Do You Know Where You're At?
We don't! The following students have missing or incorrect local mailing addresses
according to the University's records. If you are among this group or simply want to check
the accuracy of your address please contact the Records Office in Scholes Hall or the
Registration Center in Bandelier Hall-East.
Students with out-of-state or foreign addresses may experience
delays of up to 45 days in receiving registration materials.
ABBOTT, JUL! E
ABNEY,PHIL ANTHONY
~BRAMS,BABETTE MARISSA
ACOMBoTIMOTHY HERBERT
ACOSTA, BEN M
ADAMES ,MAR I A EL1 SA
AOAMO,SAMUEL C
ADAHS,CHA~LES H
IV'SHARoHASSA~ J
AGEE,ADRtAN ANNETTE
AGUILAR, A~ARANTE
AGU!LAR,MARY P
AGU!NAGA,GUADALUPE
ALLENoALYS!A J
HLE~,OAV! 0 6
ALLEN,KENNETH EUCE~E
ALLEVAoFRANK JOSEPH
ALVISIO,ADR!AN DARWIN
AMAOOR,BLANCA E
ANDLER,CHERVL LYNN
ANSA~! ,ABOt;LRAZZAGH
ANTON!O,PHYLL! S
APPLEGATE,JULIE AN~
ARAGONoAOAM S
ARCARO ,AMY ELENA
ARCHULETA,RUSSELL JOHN
ARMENDAR!ZoL[T! ItA D
ARHE~TA,ERNEST F
ARMENTA,JOHNNY BLAINE
ARVISQ,RCLANOA J
ATENCIC,ANELA PAULETTE
ATENCt OoAR~ANDO J
AVERY,HAR!E COSerTE WYNNE
BACA, ANNABELL
BACA, BARBARA C
BACA ,BETTY H
BACA,CONNIE JOANNE
BACA,JOEY LEE
BACA,MARIE ANTOINETTE
BAC A, MATTHEW
BACA, ROBER I G
BACAoVERON!CA L
BAIRO,J TCRREY,JR
BAKER,CHARLES EChARD
BALCH,SCOTT JENKINS
BARBERoHARR!ETTE G
BAREFOOT,CURT!SS A
BARELA,JOSEPH LEE
BARNES.L INCA J
BARR~lA,MARIA !RASEMA
BARTJ<Ell,BENTON WAYNE
BAUHoARTENoFREOER!C K
RECEHI,I\ENA H
8 EC KERo THCMAS H
BEGAY,GLOR!ANNA WAGNER
BEJA~.JUSlO PASTOR
BELVI~oWtLSON
BENOERoRtTA J.
BENNETT,ER!C EUGENE
BERGNER,~ARY JANELLE
BERNSTE!N,ART~UR B
BlDWELL,R!CHARO JAMES M
BIRD.JAMES WILl!AP
RtREN,HARK CHKISTCPHER
BLAU,SAUL C
BLUE, ANNE LOUISE
BO!SVERT,HUGUETlE T
BOlTON,RtCHARO DALE
BOOSHARYAoKAZEM
BOWEKATY,HALCOL~ 8
BOWENoMARY KATHRYN 0
BGWMAN,WA~REN DALE
BOVOoMOlLY M
BOYER,WtLLIAM DEAN
S~ACKEN,MARY KAREN
BRANDEBURY,LEIGH A
BRASHAR,CLIFTDN LEIGH
BRATTQN,ELEANDR KATHERINE
BREE~oPATRtCK KENT
BREEzE,CARLA
RRE!ToMICHAEL DAVID
BRENEMAN,JCHN AUSTIN
BREN~ER,SUSAN CAROL
BREWER,AL~ONO P,JR.
BREWER, VINCENT MARLON
BROADBENT ,SANOY LEE
BROGKETT,NELDA SLBIA
BROILOoFRANK JOSEPH
BRDWN,AARCN OAV!C
BRDWNoDCNALO WEBER
BROWN,JAMES RICHARD
BROWN,~ARK J
BRDWNo ~ARK S
BROW~oMICHAEl
BROWN, RANDAL EDWARD
BROW~•IERRY •J
BRUTSCHEoHANS ERIC
BRYSONoOARYl JAY
BUCHANANoFRANKIE PRESTON
BUGHANAN,GARY D
BUCKNER,SCOTT LEE
BUENCOiiSE JDoll NC I I I
BuKS~,PATR!CIA LOUISE
BUlLARD, REX G
BURNHAHoMICHAEL LEE
BURNS,DENNIS A
BUSBY,~!CHAEL ALTON
BUSTAHANTEoTHOMAS G
CALOWELLoCURT!S DANIEL
CALDW.ELL ,NANCY LEE
CALK!NS.KERRY MICHAEL
CARGILLoHCK LYNN
CARROLL.RENEE KATHRtNE
CARUSOoPETER LUCAS
GARVER, ME LAN! E
CASAVONAoOSCAR RENE .
CAS!OUITQ,ANOREW BAP!STA
CATESoCYNTH!A A
CAVAZZioRICHARO JOHN
CHACONoANTCN!A R
CHALANoMAR!E .E
CHANOLERoFRANK LEONARD
CHANDLER, S~ERR I E
CH~NG,CHE N-HUANG

g~~e~~~~E~t~y~R~~NMARY

CHAVEloDELLA J
.
CHAVEloJDSEPH OONAI.D
CHAVEZoJOSEPH JA,ES
CHAVEloTHDMAS P
CHEUNG,JOHN SIU-CHEONG
CHO, KAH-SCNG
CHRISTENoBET!Y J
.
CHRTSTEN,TERESA LIANE C
CICEROoJOSEPH.MICHAEL
CLARK, DE ANNA L
CLARKoKENNETH RICHARD
CL.AXTON,ROB!N LY~NE J
CLI SEo L• LAND J ..
CLOAKoJOHN ROBERT
COADY, STEPHEN FLORIAN
COATSoLAUREN ....
COFFEY .JAMES .A Ill
COLGROVEoBARBARA JO
CDLONoRUJH V
COLYERoRONALD .J
COMBSoCHR!STOPHER ALLEN
CONEoROBERT FRANK

Egg~~~~~~~m ~!m

COOPERoJANE. ~
COREoMASON MOSBY ..
CORYELL, STACY ALLEN
GRAMPTON,JAHES HUNTER
CRANfORQ,JAHES ~
.
CRAWFORD,ROONEY DALE
CRIFASioRICHARO P
CROLLETToJDSEPJH s•MUEI.
CRONKoROBERT, DE
CROOK,RONNY ~
..
C·UNN I NGHAM,KATHLEEN M.
CURTISoMARK STANTON

CURT!SS,PATTY ANN
DAHLBERG, ~ELV l N HARRY
DAH!CO,JACK S
OANEUoJAMES J
OANIEL.~ARK S
OANIELS,KATHRVN SUE
OARM!TlEL ,PAUL S
DARMS-TROTTERoELEONORA
OAVtES.~!CHAEL M
OAV!So PATRICIA A

HUNTER,PHYlliS A.N
HUSTONoBR!AN H
H~ANG,VtCTDR P
IRAGGI ,JOHN F
IRICK, JOHN ELVA
IRWINoROBERT WILLIAM
JACKSON, ROBERT ~
JACKSONoT!~OTHY ~CULTON
JACOBS,M!CHAEL J
JACOBStN,PATT! L
JALBERT.MARC R
8h~~3fi~i~~~~~~ PERC<
JARAMILLO,JUOV JANELLE
JARAH! LLO, PAUL J
DEAR!NG,LCU!SE
JOHNS,SAMUEL
DEATLEY,GREG A
JOHNSON,ElllABETH RUTH
JCHNSDNo ~ARY A
m~~Nc t~~B~ R~~ms J
JOHNSON, NORMAN
OEININGERoJAN MAREVE
JOHNSON,TAWNIA D
DEMLER,JDHN RICHARD
JOJDLA,SHIRLEY I
g~~~t~~~~~~~8A~fEDAV!O
JDNES,ALAN RUSSELL
JONES, CLARK E
OEV~NEAU, SUSAN H
DICKERSON,JANET S
JONES • FRANCIS W
JONES.GREGORV ALAN
DICKSoLAURIE P
JONES,L!ZBETH ANNE
DtCKSDN,MlCHAH THOMAS
JONES,STEVEN G
DILLAijAUGH,CANDACE D
JONESoWENDY FRANCES
DIXONoPHILIP W
JOUROANoJANE ELLEN
DOMINGUEZ,CHARMAINE
JOYCE, BETSY M
DDH!NGUEloJDHN J
JURASZEK ,JOSEPH OCN
DONNELLY ,PATRICK 0
JUlANG,ANGELA BELA!NE
OOSS,BRET OANI EL
KAISER,MARK JOSEPH
OOTY, MATTHEW l
KANDARIANoRtCHARO M
DOT Yo PENELOPE
KAPLAN ,CAROLE ANN
DOUGLAS ,DANIEL DEREK
KAPLANoCHARLES ROBERT
DOWDS ,CHARLES B
KARNES,OUBRA
FAYE
ODYLEoTIMOTHY JA~ES
KAUFMANNoPATRICIA ANN
OR! SCDLL oJOHN WI LL!AM
KEHOE,OENN!S BERNARD
OR!SCDLL,II~OTHY PAUL
KEIGHTLEY,OAVID EDWARD
DUFFY• TIMOTHY G
KELFERoMARtDN RUTH
OULA~EY,RALPH ANTHONY
KELLY,VALER!£ M
DUNAGANoKATHERYNE P
KELSONoF.[l!X ANDREA
DUNBAR, RIC HARKNESS
KENNEOY,BRUCE V
OURAN,FLOYO R
KHAOI V t , KA~Bl Z
DYE ,KAREN GRACE
KHALAFoJA~EEL MOHAMMAD
OYER,ST~PHAN!E JO
KtM,HYCNG-IN
K!NG,R!CHARO VERN
w~W~]fi~~ ~m~aER
KtRCHHOFFERoRICHARD A
EHRLICH, ElLEN. DONNA
KIRO,CLAUO!NE M
EIDENSCH!N~.RICHARO LEC
!:1-'BR.V.ALAN tAIRD
KNAPTON, RANDY A
KONASH ,FAROUK M
EOFF,DAVIO MICHAEL
KCSTORA, ~ARK R
ERICKoFRCOERtC W
ESP!NDSA,ALBERT A
KOSTY, JOSEPH G
KOWALSKY,HARK RICHARD
ESPINOZAoAcDDRO E
FASTHORSE,OAMCN ROBERT
KRATZERoALFRED lGU!S
FEIJOO,JCRGE SAMUEL
KURLEY,CHARLENE A
FELIXoHARK EDWARD
KURTH,RICHARO C
FELL.ALLISDN CAROLINE
LAKE, J CHN ALUii
FERRELL,UANIEL ANTHONY
LANDRYofiARY A
FIELDoBESSALEE M
LANDSMAN,HAROLO E
FIEWEGERoANTHONY
LANG, ROSA B
FINCHoBARBARA E
LANTZ,FRANCES SYLVIA 1/ARG
FINNoTHO~AS DONALD
LARI ,MOHA~t'AD REZA
FISCHER,ANDREW J
LAROTONDAoJAMES JOSEPH,JR
FI.SCHER,PHIL!P CARL
LIIW'tDOLl ANN
FISHMAN,JACOUELI~E M
LAWTON,KAREN ELISABETH
FLEI SC HMA~NoARl ENE
LAlARoMICHAEl ROY
FLOREN, AMY A
LEACH, ~ARY DEAL
LEBEAU,DEANNA C
FOROoLANDIS BURR
FOREMA'I, KEVIN G
LE!GH,QEREK AUSTIN
FORSMAN,OEBORAH A
LEIGHT,KENNETH ALAN
FOSTER,CARL ANTHO~Y
LENZoTHOHAS JOSEPH
LEON,JAMES ALLEN
FRANCO • ROBERT GENE
LESTER,LO~RAINE ELIZABETH
FRANKoLORI A~NE
LETCHERoA.NA CLARE
FAEOER!CK•WARREN EUGENE
L£VI~.ROBERI AllEN
FR!.EOBERG,GENE K
lEWIS,RANOOLPH R,
FUTUREoNARCISO
GAGE. MAR YJANE
LEYBA•ROSALIE H
LEYMON,JAMES LEWIS
GALLEGQS,OCRIS ELIZABETH
l!NDER,LORENA l
GARC I Ao DAVI 0 AN TPONY
L!NDNER,HILOA
HELEN ANN
GARC t A, t RENE
GARONER,JENIFER
l!NOSTRO".TERt L
GARRETT, ~ARK S
LOCKEoWALTER M! CHAEL oJR
LCGGAINS,PH!Ll G
GE I SSUSH • SUSAN MAR IE
LONG, MARL ENE
GEREN,JAI~ES 8
LOPEZ. EVA H
G!BSONoDANIEl BLAIR
LOPEZ,JA~ES
RAMON
G!ENGER,KATHY S
LOPOPOLO,KAV ANN
GllES,SERTA
LUJAN,~!GHELLE LY•N
GllL!LANQ,PATRICK BRIAN
GILPIN,FRANK A
LUK!fSHoJDANNE ~ARY
LUNA..;MARY.ef\.N
G tLSTRAP,MARY
lUNA,PATR!CIA L
GLOVER,LARA E
LYNCH,SHELLEY JLANA
GOOFREYoJA~IE LEIGH
LVON,MARK HAMAKER
GDLDoDAVID RICHARD SLUI<
MACDIARMIOoJAMES ALLAN
GOMEZoAGNES VERONICA
MADR!OoOLIVER EDWARD
GOMEZ,OEBORAH MAE
:;oN·u·L ES, ANGElO
MAES,DEREK ANTHONY
MAESoJANET
GONZALESoLEROY LEO
HAGUIREoJCAN H
GDNlALESoLIND
HAK!,LUCY PEARL
GONlALESoMALCDLM L
~ANCINI oCLARE Ell ZABETH
GONlALES.~ANUEL E
HANLEY,BARRY GENE
GDNZALES,RICAROO REVES
MAPP. MARTHA L
GONZALEZoHECTOR ~ARID
MARRUJO, RO SEMARV
GGODMAN 0 ETHAN F
GCOOP11\N., SPURGEON )(
~ART!NoELIZABETH JILL
MART! NoR ICKY. DARRYL
GOSS,MARCUS
HARTINoROBERT
FARLEY
GOULDoBETTY l
MARTINEZ,ANNA CLARICE
GREENoLYNNOA A
MART!NEZ,OAV! D JUDE
GREEN.THCMAS WAD.SWORTH
GRIBBLE-. RCSERT F
MARTINEloJOA•N ANN H
GRIE~D.BAR6~RA GR~CE
~ARTINEZ,JOSEPH K
GR! EGD,BEITY ANN
MARTINELoLEE D
GRIEROTHO~AS J
MARTINEZ,LOUELLE. N
MARTI NEZ, MELEG I 0
GRIFFITH•KAREN G
GRUBBS;THERESA ~
HARTINEloMICHAEL
GRUNFELDoLAURA EUGEN t E
~ARTINEl,RICHARD LEON
GUENTHER, HENRY JOSEPH
MARTTNEl,ROBERT MICHAEL
GuERRERO, ANTHONY CIPRIANO
MASCARENAS,CARHELINA
GULDER;TYLEEN N
MASC~RENAS•ERNEIT LARRY.
GUL!FORQ,BERNAOETTE MARIE
MASCARENASoJAMES ANTHONY
GUNN•GRAHA~ FRANC! S
MATHER,JOSEPH DOUGLAS
~ATTHEWS,EL!ZABETH R
HAGGoSCLYNOIA K
HATTOONoPA~ELA MILLS
HAIGHT,JCHN CHARlES 0
HALL, BKUC E J
MAYESoEL!lABETH A.N
~BDMA,CHIJIOKE .
HALL,RICK B .
. .
MCALEESoWHITNEY .TODD
HAMORY,OUENTIN THEODORE
MCAULEY, GERALD J
HANRATTYoPAMELA P
HCCALLUM,MARVIN C .
~~m~~~~m,~tR~
MCCORMICK,EGAN DUGALD
MCLA~E, HI~HAEL JOSEPH
HARPERoRICHARD LEE
MCLEAN, CHERYL KAY
HARRI NGTON,JANET ~AYE
MCLEANoH!CHAEL L
HARR!S,TERESA A~NE
HGMANUSoSIEPHEN H
HARRISONoRA~SEY LEO~
MCREYNOLDS,WILLIAM A
HARTFELDER•CINDY L
MCSORLEY,MICHELLE C
HASHEMioREZA
.
MEOINhJOSEPH FLORENTINO
HAST!NGSoOEBORAH lYNN
MEOINAoMARA A
HASTINGS,MICHELE DIANE
MEEM,JCHN GAW
HASTINGS,ROBERT ALLANoJR
MEIERStBEATRICE D
HATTON,XENTHO Doll!
MELAN5oN,GAIL PATRICE
HAYESoHELEN B~VERLV
HEGGEoJOSEPH !VER
MELllLOoKAREN ANN
MENGON lo TE.RESA A
HEINICKEoERIC A
MERRICK oMARGARE T ANNE
HELDoKAREN LEE
MERWINoMICHAEL CHARLES
HELM!CKtCATHERINE EL!iABE
MEYERoLINOA L ..
HENOERSoN,THDMAS RICHARD
MEZAo~ELV!N EFRA{N
HENOSTROZA,JAVIER AFRAN!D
MtLLERoALVCE B
HENSLEYoJAMES L Ill
MILLERoANTOINETTE LOUISE
HERLAN, WILL! AM ALAN
MILLERiBARBARA 0
HERRERA, DAVID A
M!LLERoCARL S .JR
HERRERA, FRANCES
HILLER;LINDA
HERRERAoGARY DAVIO
MILLERo MARY F
HERZOG, PAMElA EVE
IHLt.ERoSANORA L
HEUNGoWING HUNG GtORlA
MINoMYONG ~EE . .
HIDALG0 1 MARGAR. ITA G
MOFFETT• EUGENE LEE
H.INSON oF LOY E
MOLLEURoTONY WARREN
HDGANoJEAN MARIE
MONTANOoPAUL BARON
HOLLS TEI N~OAP HNE
MONTANO,REYNALOO M
HOLSTE INouAVIO B
MONTANO• TERESA JOSEPHINE
HDRNo MAR I A E
HORTON, BEN. THORNE .
. MONTOYA• DONNA. LDUC !NOA
HOUSlON•WILLIAM CHARLES• I II ~ONTOVAoFREDDIE. PAUL
MONTOYA,GLORIA l
HOWARDoCHERYL ANN
MOONEV,ANNE
HUGHESoGARETH ALBERT

SARGENT,LO!S E
SAUNDERS,LISA TC~ER
SAUNDERS, RUSS ELL
SAYLDR,RAMDNA LYNN
SCHAEFFER, JOHN ~EEKMA N
SCHAFER,PALL ALA~
SCHEMAN, PH I LANN JOY
SCHMtOT;AMY
SCHMIT ,MARILEE

~f~~C~2~~E~lt~EO~VID

SCHULTZoJOHN JOSEPH
SCHWE l Tz, JONATHA~ ANREW
SGOTT,JOHN CHARLES

~~~~~~~. ~~mL
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SEILER.GuY ~
SENAoEOWARD A
SENA,JCSE N
SEVtLLA,CARLOS ~ARCELO
SHAFFER, K.AY G.
SHAW, AME CUAN E
SHELLY,SARA KAY
SHELTON,PATR[CIA K
SHERMAN,GARY HI WAEL
SHINNE~AN,VlCKtE ~ERLE
SHtRLEY,£RNE5l
SHORTER • RUTH !ol
SHUPRVT, RCeERT 5
S!MON,STEVEN LIV!NGSTCN
SIMS,ANDREW JASON
StPPLE,OAVtO ANTHO~Y
SLEASE,WILL!AM DANIEL
SMITH,AlAN 0
SMtTfi,O!XIE L
SMITH,ELAtNE SANDRA
S~ITH,R!CHARO DANIEL
Sfo'.ITH,SUSAN JAYNE
SNYDER,JAMEY MARIE
SDLLAHioOONAlD HARRY
SORIANO, RICARDO
SOUSA,SARAE
SP!ESSoLVNCA KAY
SP!KERoVtCTDR ALAN
SPR!~G.SUSAN CURTIS
STALlARDoOAV!D P
STANCZYK,PAUl LEE
STANFORD,EXOU!LY~N F
STANLEY, SARAH WALKER
STAPLES•AMY J
STARK,KEVtN MICHAEL
SIARK,LINDSEY MARIE
STARKEY,KAREN (011
STEARNS,SUSAN 0
STEINER,LALRIE KATHERINE
STEI~HOFF,CRAIG RCeERT
STEPHENSONoBARBARA GAIL
STEVENSoDhVIO MICHAEl
STEWART,JDE J
STONEoREX GIFFORC
STRINGER,JAMES C
.
STROMMEoCHR!STOPHER M
STRONG .ADR lENNE
SrRYPEoMAUREEN DOROTHY
SUSHOLTl,ROONEY OEAN
SUTTON.JONATHAN E
St.EDAERG~JENNIFER LYNN
TAFOYAoHeLEN DARLENE
TANo TJ I 0 TIE
TARLETONoi~OMAS
TAVLOR,CHRISTOPHER liM
TAYLORoRANDALL J.
TEMPEL TON ,EARL R
TEMPLEoElllABETH ABBIE
I ERRAFRANCA, LAWRENCE J.
THOMSoLDRA LEE
THOMAS ,MARGARET A•N
THOMPS CN, CHERYL l
TliOMPSONoEtLEEN
THOMPSONoPARSHA ANN
THOMPSON,WilLIAM R JR
THORNBURG, CAN I El COLU~BUS
THUMANttPAMELA R
THURSTON, BRENf C
TILLER,JAMES STILL
TIMI"JSKY.HAL
T.OI. EDO, WA LLA,CE
TORREZ,M!GHAEL L
TOWA~AKoLETGH E~DRY
TRAKTMAN,C!NOY GAll
TRUJlLLOoEOWARD lEROY
TRUJILLO.JCHN MARK
TUCKERoJOHN E
TUEROS,PERSSI GREGORIO
TUTTLE,CHERYL ANN
ULIBARRI, TCNt YVO~NE
URIARTEoRAYHOND R.
UZOUKWU, ANTHONY 0
VALOEZo ~ARC PHI Ll P
VALOEZoR!CHARD B
VALENCIAoANGELA ~ARTHA
VAN PELT.ROBERT SCOTT
VANKLAVERENoBRUCE J
VANW!NKLE,LEWIS 0
VARElAoLDUROES
VARRAoROBERT A
VELASOUEZ,JUOITH E
VENABLE,JO~N ~ARK
VENC!LL,ANNETTE LOUISE
VIARRIAL;SHIRLEY ANN
V!G !L, ANDREW M
VtG!L,OOROTHY J
VIG!Lo14ICHAEL J
V!GILoTHO,AS FRANCIS
VDLOAHL, MARY E
WALKER,D!ANNA JEAN
WALKER,JAMES J,JR
WALKER,RUSE ELLA
WALKERoSCOTT ELDRiDGE
WALSH,KATHLEEN MARY
WAOU!EoSTANLEY PHILLIP
~ARFIELO;PATR!CK GERARD
WARNOCKoDAVIO E .
WARREN,CAROLVN PAULA
WARREN,MARGARE.T. LOUISE
WAToSAMUEl SAUSHUN
WEGARO,NANCY DEBRA
WE!ONER,KURT RICHARD
WEILLSoRtCHARD T
WELCH,LORAINE ELIZABETH
WELTER•CARCL LYNN
~m~m~~m~~~W~EA INE
WESLEYiLYNRELL LEE
WESToFREOERICK R
WH!fE,MARY MARGARET
WHITED,LESLIE A~~
WICKER5HAM,RANOALL R
W!LENSKY,LAUREN I
W!LKIRSON,KAREN A
WILL1AMS,JAMES COPLAN
WtlL!A~SoKENNETH LEE
Wlll!SoWALTER DA.VIO
W!LlOOUET,PAUlA .
WILLSON,BARBARA S
WILlYoANNE L
WILSON,DDNALD lEE
WILSONoMELINOA S
WISEMANoTR!CKIE LYNN
~OOtiRENE PING
WOOD, OAL E EUGENE
WOOOoWILLIAM GERARD
WOODS, BRrAN 0
WOOOS,GORDON LEE
WYRICKtDAVIO ALAN
YANNIE,VINCENT .JOSEPH
VAZZ lEo CAROLE A
YEAGER,CHRIS
lAMORAoSERNADETTE M
ZAMOqA, R08ERTO ELEODORO
ZAWERUCHA,STEFA KSENIA
ZOLMANoRlcHARD LEWIS
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U of I Greeks
'back in vogue'

Frisbee
tourney

"U/timeet 2," a five-state frisbee-throwing tournament
sponsored by the New Mexico Frisbee Association and
KRKE radio, was held at Johnson Field S~turday and Sunday .. One of the tourney directors, Mike Amos, said a
world's record for distance was set by one of the contestants Saturday night.

URBANA, Ill. (UP I)- National
Lampoon's '~Animal House," a
riotous farce about a bunch of
outragcou> members of a social
fraternity in the early 1960's, was
showing at a theater on the
University of Illinois campus this
month.
At the same time, the largest
Greek system in the country was
holding its annual "Greek Week"
activities, celebrating all that is
positi vc and rewarding about the
selective social structure of
frnternitics and sororities.
"Animal House"may not be
giving Greek life its best publicity,
but U of 1 sorority and fraternity
lenders say interest and zeal for the
time-honored system is peaking
after the low years experienced in
the late '60's and early 70's'.
ReMtrgcnce of fratemities and
Sllroritles has occurcd nationwide,
but nowhere stronger that at the U
llf I, ~ays Shirley Stronik, a member
of Pi Beta Phi sorority and
l'anhcllcnic Council internal vicepresident.
"It really started all over the U.S.
last year but I think the U of l got
hit the hardest. Evcryotlc wanted to
be Greek," said the senior from
Bloomington.
l·!er countcrparl for campus

_ ____::G::....:_RA=-==-DUATING COLLEGE STUDENTS .••

'SAN NSACAREER?
Tal~e the PQTand find out.
Graduates from a brood spectntm of academic disciplines may
now enter challenging curoer training programs with the
Nnt!onal Security Agency. If you nrc receiviftg !\ liberal arts,
husmess, or mathematics degree before September 1979. the
Professional Qualification Test (PQT) could be your first step
toward employmetit In one of these programs.
You must register by November 4, 1978 in order to take the PQT
on c~mpus. It will not be given again during this school year. By
scormg well on this test, you will qualify for an employment
interview. During the interview, an NSA representative will
discuss .the specifi~ ro.lc you might play in furthering this
country s commumcatmns security or in producing vital foreign
intelligence information.
The PQT helps to measure your potential for career areas such
as;
PROGRAMMING - Our vas! communications analysis projects
could not be effectively managed without the latest computer
hardware/software and people who kno\v how to use them.
LANGUAGES - Foreign languages are valuable tools for
research, nna.lysisi and documentation projects.

Advanced training in language (perhaps a new language) can be
Cl<pected.
COMMUNICATIONS - Scientlllcafly devised. tested, and
managed cryptographic systems insure the maximum degree of
s~curity in transmitting sensitive information around the globe.
Smce cryptography Is a unique pursuit, the training of new
employees here is extensive and esoteric.
OTHER. OPPORTUNITIES - A limited number of applicants will
alao be selected from the PQT to enter our Information Science.
Logistics. Resource Management. Security, and Personnel fields.
PICK UP A PQT BULLETIN at your college placement office. II.
contains a registration form which you must mail prior to
November 4 in order to take the test on November ·is. There is
no registration fee.
Electronic Engineering, Computer Science. Slavic, Mid-Eastern
and Asian language majors and Mathematics majors at the
Masters level may interview without taking the PQT.
U.S. Citizenship Is mandatory. A thorough background
investigation and medical examination are also required.

"'C!...
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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M321
·Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Entplbyer m/f.

fraternities- Chris Disher of Park
Ridge, member of Alpha Kappa
Lambda said six or seven
l'ntternity chapters folded during
the activist years and others faced
serious fincancial difficulties. Now
houses arc overflowing and some
prospective members arc being
turned away,
There are 23 social sororities and
48 fraternities at illinois, the largest
of any system anywhere, and efforts arc underway to add more.
"It's the most rewarding experience I 'vc ever had ... " said
Disher. "I have so many friends
that I lltherwise wouldn't have

met.

Wheelchair

But lobos Lose

Basketball

Hy RA \'CLASS
Fireworks, footballs and a balloon J'illed tlw 'kv over llnivcr,itl
Stadium Saturday night a' New 0\,tcxko and Tcx:b Tccl{ tied nr c'tablbhcd
six school records in the Red Raider' 36-23 vil:torv.
The firework:; lit up the 'kY dunng the prc-~;lllll' -lhm and dunnJ! til<'
contest when the Lobo' scored.
Tlte orange and yello" balloon, 'lmpcd like a blimp and carryinj! an
electronic message [10ard, appeared in the parking lot south of the
stadium. Its flight in Ihe second half paralleled that of the Lobo ollcmc,
imrressive one minute, otruggling to continue mm·ing the next.
During and around the fireworks and the brllloon llight, Lobo quarter
back Bmd Wright set three individual rceord.s and one team mark with hb
passing arm as he brought UNM back from a 2R-l0 half·time deficit
Wrights broke the record of 26 pas.s completions in a single game, set by
Terry Stone in 1967 and tied by Steve Meyer in 1975, as he hit on 2H of 49
passe.s for 452 yards and three touchdllwns.
His 452 yards through the air shattered another Lobo mark, Stone's 376
yards in 1967 against BYU. Wright's combined total of 440 yards rushing
and passing topped the old total of 356 set by Noel Maz.zone against Utah
CHADWICK PHOTO in 1976.
The 452 yards passing was also a team record, eclipsing the team total of
Brad Wright passed for a school record of 452 yards in 28
401 yards against UTEP in 1967.

lt

Disher, who called "Animal
House" an educated exaggeration,
S<tid Greek life b back in vogue
because society in general has
become more conservative.
Adlon Jorgensen, adviser for
Pan hellenic Council, wa.s a sorority
member at the U of I in the late
'50's. She said college students now
arc more career-find grouporiented. In addition, she said the
parents of today's students have
pushed their children harder into
doing socially acceptable things.
"We're out of that 'do your own
thing' era," she said.
But she also said the Greek
system is flexible enough to survive
both the pressures of the late '60's
and early '70's and to meet current
demands.
Besides suffering a drop in
membership during those turbulent
years, many soronttes and
fraternities suffered internal splits
within the houses.
Mike Smeltzer, a member of
Alph Delta Phi fraternity at the U
of I and now a photographer for
UPI in Springfield, Ill., said houses
became divided into the "us and
t hems." Splits occured over
political issues, drugs and how
often to allow women in their
rooms, he said.
"I can remember coming back
from the moratorium (anti"
Vietnam
War
march)
in
Washington late one night, strolling
through the foyer and past one of
the more conservative fellows of the
house who asked us if we had
gotten our heads beat in. We said
'No' and he said 'That's to bad,"
said Smeltzer.
Then, Greek life was criticezed
for being exclusive, out of touch
with reality, cliquish and racist.
Many of those criticisms still are
leveled today.
Diane Amman, editor of the
Daily lllini, said it is hard to understand a system that will accept
only so many and then turn away
the rest. Other campus critics said
that is especially true of the
sororities.
Of the I ,400 who went through
sorority rush this fall, 660 pledged,
Mrs. Jorgensen said. In 1973, 1,130
went through rush and 430 pledged.
Stronik and Disher said the
system is constantly trying to rind
Ways to accept more members and
some chapters have instituted an
"out of house" pledge system
allowing mem hers to live elsewhere
while waiting for room in the
house.
Others criticize sororities and
fraternities for being racist', On
most every campus there are black
chapters, bot rarely do blacks and
whites mix in the same chapter.
Both Disher and Stronik were
reluctant to discuss why the Greek
system has been slow to make racial
progress, but other members said
pressure from alumni sometimes
lnadelt difficult to admit blacks.
GreeKs also come under fire
occasionally for hazing ~ the
punishment and prat1ks required of
pledges to become full members.
Disher said there is very little hazing
now and pledge prognuns are
constructive,
"Criticism for the most part
comes fro·nt people who arc
ignornnt of the system.'' he said,

Records Broken
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Barry's Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID
We repa1r s1Creot.. tv ~. H1p~s rni'J
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Sleep Study
Subjects
Sleap study subJOCI5 aro botng mvucrJ w
parltctpate m a study oltwo type:::. ul sleep
mg ptlls -
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Ricky Martin caught five passes, two of them for touchdowns.
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Celebration Broken-up
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By GAIL ROSENBLlJM
Saturday night was .filled with
the sound of breaking records, as
well as a birthday celebration.
But for UNM quarterback Brad
Wright and
fullback Mike
Williams, the 36-28 loss to Texas
Tech produced some mixed
emotions.
It was WilliamS' 21st birthday
and to celebrate, he picked up 70
yards in i 0 carries and moved into
second place on the WAC career
rushing list with 3345 yards.
He surpassed Arizolla Stale's
Freddie Williams' 33.13 total and he
jumped to 23rd on the NCAA
career rushing list.
But even with the birthday and
the records he broke Saturday
night, Williams wasn't completely
co lit ell L

.

:'

,.(

~u

"It would have been nice if we
could have won," he said.
"We tried, but we made
mistakes. There were penallies
against us and plays called back.
We coUld have scored twice in the
third," he said.
"Personally, I wbuld have liked
to carry the ball more, but football
is a team sport," he said.
Sophomore Brad Wright from
Midland, TX., before the game

ranked 12th in the nation in total
offense, with 197 .()yards per game.
He led the WAC in total offense
with 197.0 yards per game andranked sixth in passing with 8.5
completions ..
Saturday, he broke the UNM
passing record, set by Terry Stone
in 1967, by throwing 28 completed
passes for 452 total yards.
But Wright, too, was discontent.
"l felt good about my persohal
game, but that was really secon-

dary. I wanted the team to win," he
said.
"We played hard and we wanted
to win so bad, but we made a
couple of mistakes. Our touchdown
called back late in the first half was
a real blow to us,'' Wright said.
"Texas Tech had weaknesses but
they Were a very physical team and
they hit hard.
"I have a personal vendetta
against Tech because 1 have friends
that go there," he said.

DLt1r1a sraaTs
F=l!!!!
Tennis Racket Sale
76.00 Graphite Racket Only 50.00
Closed or Open Throat
L....E: ~~=~·
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The Swinger IS famous the wori~ :over for ItS one·pl_eCe con·
strucHon 1 dura.bl\lty and speed. Whethe-r you are an active corn·
peHtpr _or play JuSt fdf the work-out, _yay vtill find the Swinger
tailored_ to your game. Thfs. model Cornblnes buirt·ln fle)(lblilty arid
balance lo QIYe- you the "feel 11 that Leach racquets are famous
for.

Swinger
Racket

Sale
Reg. $19.95
Now $12.00

.
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COMMERCIAl. ART SUPPLIES I l.ETRAStT I FORMATI I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPl.IES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque, N. H 87106 I 505-265-3733
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By )lAY GLASS
It was not a good day for
defcndjng champions Sunday as
Houston and Denver won the men's
and women's titles, respectively, to
end the two-day, 60-game 7th
Annual High Desert Classic rugby
tournament at the Albuqucrq ue
Sports Stadium.
The
Houston
H.cathens
dominated
their championship
match with the three-time defending
champions
Denver
Highlanders cnroute to a 15-9
victory ..
Earlier in the afternoon, the
Denver Blues took the women's
title away from Colorado State
University with a 16-0 win .
Houston, plilying in the 11nal
game of the southwest's largest
rugby
tournament,
were
deadlocked 3-3 after a defensive
l'irst half' with the Highlanders.
Bruce Mills connected on a
penalty kick to give the Texans a 30 lead three minutes into the match.
Denver lied the game on a penalty

---------------------

YEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, theNavy has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer CandidateCollegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,
you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,
you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical
education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of
training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only
one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training
program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000
,. salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs
in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)
Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a
Navy representative when he visits the campus on Nov. 7-8,
or contact your Navy representative at 505-766-2335 (collect).
If you prefer, send your resume to the Navy Nuclear Officer
Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,
Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.
The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
_youfinishcollege: it canlead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUSTA JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
'

By CESUEDONOYAN
The silent. movie community of
the 1920's in Hollywood has little to
do with Shakesreare \tnless you saw
the Classics Theatre Company
production of Twel})h Nig/71 this
weekend.
Skeptical? So were others in the
opening night audience Thursday
who had heard about director John
Gardner's unorthodox staging of
Shakespeare's comedy. But, by the
end of Scene Three, if the skeptics
weren't laughing, they were trying
very hard not to.
While some of the acting was not
brilliant, all of it was comedy in the
funniest sense. All the actors played
their parts to the hilt. No slapstick,
melodramatic or bawdy impulse
was suppressed. It was pure comic
intent uncensored.
The most rewarding parts were
neccessarily the most comic, and
here high comic excellence was
achieved. Ken Bibeau, as Feste, a
silent movie comic, was extraordinarily outrageous. He stole
the stage. Bibeau lost no opportunity for humor whether he
was center-stage or up-stage left.
Bill Hayden's softer humor as Sir
An.drew Aguecheeck, an eccentric
actor, matched Bibeau's slapstick
perfection. His portrayal of simple-

POULSEN PHOTO

kick, after missing three earlier
attempts, late in the half.
After Mills missed a penalty kick,

,John McLendon score(! the wu1nmg
try for Houston following an intercep[ed Denver back line pass.
Mill's conversion made the score 93 and the Heathens went on to win,
allowing only one more penalty
kick.
Pullback Vicki Simpson scored
two trieys and set up another with
her open field runs to lead the Blues
in their shutout. She scored twice in
the first half on tackle-breaking
runs as the .Blues ro!led to a 12-0
lead.
The Denver-CSU pairing in the
championship game was a repeat of
last year'> women's final.
The Heathens and Highlanders
both posted four wins in as many
matches on Sawrday to reach the
finals.

,;

Both UNM sides were eliminated
before the quarterfinal rounds in
the 36-team tourney.
The Lobo men's side won their
first round match, their first victory
of the season, defeating the
Albuquerque Aardvark Old Boys 8-

0.
Carl Hawkins' try following a 20·
yard run, staked UNM to a 4-0
lead. Richard Brown caught his
own up-and-under kick behind the
Aardvark defense and ran untouched for the second try and an 80 half-time lead.

HAY 1\ 'I '>IIALOM

Arts Calendar Oct. 16-20

Recorded Message

Friday, Oct. 20
The President's Concert; The UNM
Band and Collegiate Singers, 8:15
p.m., Popejoy Hall. Admission
charge. This is the Scholarship
Benefit Concert.
Homecoming Concert; Pablo
Cruise (for sure) with Elvin Bishop
(tentative), 8 p.m., UNM Arena.
Admission charge.
l•octry Reading; GSA presents
Howling Wolf reciting his poems
accompanied by The Apache
Dancers and Ivan Rane, 8 p.m.,
Kiva. Free.
Film; "The Magician," directed
lngmar Bergman, 7 and 9:15p.m.,
SUB Theater. Admission charge.
DUnce; PEC presents "Seven Plus''
and "Eastern Connection," both
soul groups, 8:30 p.m., Subway
StatiOJL Admission charge.

indiYidual j, cvidL·nt.

Ti1c c\hibition rum until October
27. Although il doc,n'l rit into the

stamlard pattcl'll or photograplts, it
'hould be seen. With tile variety
clements present. it would seem
that there would be something
present to please as well as displease.

or

Take ··--..__'-.:..~
.stock .

•nAmenca.

200 )'("dr. ut the "'It)(' kK'IIlKKI •

Civic Auditorium
Albuquerque
Oct.21 8 pm

Tickets $6.50
$7.00 Day of Show
Available At• All Ticketrnaster
Locations, Both General Stores,
Both L.P.Goodbuys, Sears in
Coronado Center, Popejov Hall
& UNM Sub Box Office

A Casablanca Concert.
Nederlander.White Plocludion

ASUNM PEC PRESENTS ..

INTRODUCING

i

THE
REGGIE KNIGHTON
BAND

ASUNffi-PEC/CASA PRODUCTIONS Ptetsttnts thtt

UNm HOmECOmiNG CONCERT
8:00pm

The UNM women dropped three
matches, 12-0 to finalist CSU, 14-0
to Wichita and 6-4 lo Santa Fe.
Lois Gronseth tallied the lone try
for the women.

Fain{Jh~ hrall(l Jt:alis:
S:1sMtii, Chcmiil De Fer,
;\flit·~t·Cn 11tul Hnt'aml
Fllini'I!I.!1.J

FOR
CONGRESS

arc ;1!1 present in the Antil'lwlographs displny. Mt>ods are
prc\a)cnl, ;~ntl the ,j~ml!llll' of the

:1.

The half-lime lead stood up in
the second half and put UNM in the
winner's bracket where they were
shut out for the rest of the tour·
nament, losing 12-0 to Wichita and
8-0 to the Northern Colorado
Ccltics.

"Pine European FashiOif.S...
. /"
.,,· ... a. t,di':scoun. t pnces.

K
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Arts Events
Monday, Oct. 16
Slide show; Deborah Remington,
painter and printmakcr, 8 p.m.,
Room 2018, Fine Arts Center, Free.
•'ilms; "The Adventures of Juan
Quin Quin" and "For The First
Time," 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
TV; "An Evening At Symphony"
with Seiji Ozawa, the Boston
Symphony, and the Tanglewood
Festival Chorus in Act I of
"Beatrice et Benedict" by Berlioz,
8 p.m., KNME·Ch. 5
Wednesday, Oct. 18
Films; The Late Works of Stan
Brakhage, 8 p.m., SUB Theater.
Admission charge,
Thursday, Oct. 19
Film; "Orpheus'' directed by Jean
Cocteau, 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.

Houston defeated Denver Mile
High. the University of Okla'iloma,
Au>tin and Wichita to gain a berth
in the championship.
Denver knocked off Flagstaff, El
Paso, Santa Fe and Arizona State
University in its quest for a fourth
straight title.

8) CHRIS I.OVE

"Albuquerque
AntiPhotograph,," the title of a photo
display in the Teaching (iallcry of
the New An Building is an aptly
tilled c~hibition.
The photographic work exhibited
is suprosed to go beyond what mmt
person;; would look upon as a
sampling or rhotographie skills. 1t
i.s wcces>ful in this respect.
The key words for the cxhibiti,Jn
arc
innovation
and
exminded Sir Andrew was delightful.
perimentation.
The
works
show
He couldn't have played it better if
that the artists employed a variety
he had been Sir Andrew himself.
of techniques. Color, biack-<llJdThe film star's i>utler, Malvolio,
white, and sepia t(1ned work is
played by Raben Lloyd, was a'
present. LiglH-sensitivc material>
unbelievably stuffy and ludicrous
being
stretched as an artbt'~., canYa!-1
a> the part demands.
and painted o'er are also included
. Other .actors providing inspired
in the show.
comk moments were: Philip
In
addition,
there
are
Nichohon as t11e melodramatic
photographs wlJkh have been
actor/dircetot' "Duke" Orsino:
drawn over with pa;tcl. Sequential
Eric Hempleman as the wanted
photos, where several exposures of
bootlegger, Antonio; A ..J. Northe same object are made from
dstrom as the carousing, drunk
slightly different angles and then
actor, Sir Toby Belch; Mary Ward
arc printed on a single sheet, are
as the tempermental silent film
also represented.
queen, Olivia de Lite; Edward
13ul!dings, people, and abstracts
Luhn as the pulled-about police
officer; and Robert Seufert as the?"'~~~~~~====
Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
deaf, hunch-backed priest. Joan
One day service, quality and
Caldarera also played the part of
st vlt· at reasonable l'OSt
Viola very well.
Casey Optical Co.
Special cinematic effects such as
, ,J,,,, \\ uJ Ji, \(J/1/)IU/.:
a silent movie screen on which
Lorna~ at\\ allihington
clever plot summaries were nashed
bet ween seen es , com p le me nt ed th e
Biiiiiii!!iiiii!!iiiii!!iiiii!!!! :::;::::;;;;01
bright 1920s-style sets. Silent movie ~,;i;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
piano music played by Kenneth
McKenzie also added a nice touch
to the melodramatic setting.
Gardner's modern staging added
a new comic dimension to his
performacnces of Twelfth Night.
The actors had fun. The play was
pure entertainment.

Silent Film Era
'12th Night' Roars

Glynn Easley helped the Lobos to their first win of the
season, but later the Lobos lost two games.

EARN OVER $650 AMONTH
RIGHT

-·

ARTS

'Anti-Photo' Exhibit

POPEJOY HALL
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5

Friday, Octob•r 20, 1978
at th• UNm Ar•na
Tlck4ttl o.vo.llo.ble o.t o.ll ticket mo.atet loco. tiona
Prlcea P.SO & J8.50
Good aeo.tutlll o.vo.llo.bie

I

+
J

Bpm
All seafs reserved, $7.50 & $6.50

'

Tickets available at all Ticketmaster:locations:
UNM SUB Box Office, Popejoy Hall
Box Office, Both General Store locations,
Both LP Goodbuy locations, & Sears Coronado Center.
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By PAUL SCHERR
the same thing happened each time.
Nothing.
Last Friday in Mitchell Hall,
There was no fire and an alarm
English teacher Patricia Smith
finally, legally and responsibly would have been a false alarm. But
broke a childhood admoniton and no alarm at all has raised some
pulled a fire alarm. In fact, she and questions about possible fire code
her students, smelling something violations and related safety on the
like "burning rubber," and fearing UNM campus.
Unquestionably, fire code
a fire, pulled three more alarms and
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By CHRIS MILLER
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DISCOUNT PRICES
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ACROSS
1 Booted
5 Italian poet
10 Black bass
14- sapiens
15 The Hunter
16 Stockings
17 Algerian
port
18 Turning
points
20 Utopia
22 Stop
23 Muscle con·
dillon
24 Greek portico
25 Aim
28 Star-shaped
32 Through
33 39.37 inches
35 Pry
3 6 - - about
38 Severity
40 W. German
state
41 Flowers
43 Was listless
45 Equal: Pre·
46 Railroad
bridges
48 Higher
50- in full
51 Sup

52 Hiller was
one
55 Dead
59 Cheerful
61 Be bold
enough
62 Lytton
heroine
63 Wisconsin
city
64 Shield: Var,
65 Notices
66 Squandered
67- and file
DOWN
1 Market
2 Ethnic
dance
3Gen.Bradley
4 Italian astronomer
5 Tyrannize
6 Originate
7 African
river
8 - the line
9 Swordshaped
10 Certain
hymns
11 Give an
edge to
12 Consumes
13 Most excel-

'i

Friday's Puzzle Solved:

.f

Investigator (OM I) which is part of
The body of Jane Doe, a baby the UNM School of Medicine. The
no more than a few hours old, was OM! was created in 1973 by the
found in the toilet of a Greyhound state legislature to investigate and
bus at the Albuquerque bus depot examine the victims of sudden,
unexpected and unnatural death
on Sept. 29.
The body of John Doe, about25, throughout the state. The OM! also
was discovered lying on a mesa acts as a repository for unidentified
outside of Santa Fe on May 15 with bodies.
The unidentified bodies of apsix gunshot wounds in his body.
The body of another Jane Doe, proximately 50 Jane and John Does
about 18 or 19 years old, was found turn up yearly in New Mexico.
lying in an arroyo near Santa Rosa Most of these bodies are eventually
on July II with a single gunshot identified through intensive inwound to the head.
vestigative work, though some
The identity of each of these ·remain unknown
The investigative work involves
persons remains unknown hence, the use of the fictitious officials from local medical field
investigators from the OM! to the
names of Jane and John Doe.
Their bodies now lie ih the FBI.
morgue of the Office of the Medical
Of the approximate 3,600 bodies

brought into the OM! morgue ear.h
year the work to identify these
bodies involves some of the most
intensive and rigorous work, said
Vernon McCarty, chief deputy
medical investigator.
Normal prodedures used in
identifying bodies include checking
the person's clothing, fingerprinting, x-raying bones and teeth
and checking the body for any
prominent marks and scars, said
Dr. James Weston, the medical
investigator.
A description of the person is
then checked in local and <tate
police and FBI files, paying par·
ticular attention to missing persons
reports, McCarty said.
Dental examination can provide
information such as whether the
person smoked, and even how
wealthy lhe person was, according
to the amount of dental work the
person had done, Weston said. X·
rays of the teeth are aho then
checked against dental records of
private dentists.
If the body has decomposed to
such a state as to make even minor
characteristics
un·
Expressing concern that the State Board of Educational Finance (BEF) physical
appropriations requests will be inadequate, the UNM Regents agreed at a distinguishable, a facial reconstruction can often be done from
meeting Friday to attend the Nov, 16-17 BEF meeting.
The action was taken after UNM President William E. Davis told the the bone structure, Weston said.
board that the BEF staff recommmendations for 1979-1980 University
All but five to ten of the 3,600
budgets were not likely to meet increasing operating and utility costs.
Davis said the University administration also had protested the seven per unidentified bodies turn out to be
New Mexico residents, he said, The
cent guideline set by the BEF for salary increases for next year.
"We don't believe that is enough. Salaries should be at'lcast reflective of non-residents are often transients
the cost of living increase," Davis said. "And they should be in line with traveling alone and not readily
missed by friends or relatives,
increases for other state employees."
In recent years, he noted, higher education salary increase rates have Weston said.
continued on page 3
been substantially below !hose for other state employees."
"Particularly hard hit have been classified staff employees," the
president said. "In some cases staff at UNM are getting two or three
thousand (dollars) less than persons in similar positions With the
Abluqucrque Public Schools.''
Davis said the University is making a special plea for more equitable pay
for non-exempt staff employes.
He told the regents that finance Vice President John Perovich does not
believe the overall budget in'crese guideline of 7 per cent will meet actual
expenses. Utility costs are expected to rise by a markedly greater percentage.
Separate incidents of indecent
If the budget far next year is built along lines now being recommended exposure were reported to UNM
by the BEF, "It will mean we actualy will be falling behind," Davis said.
Police this weekend.
The fiscal situation of the state, he said; referring to a general fund
A UNM student told police that
surplus, "does not warrant that. The state cart affor.d quality education."
while she was studying Saturday in
Davis said that in addition to salaries, the University would seek im- Zimmerman library an Anglo male
provement in BEF staff recommendations for library books, social security exposed himself.
taxes, scheduled to rise in January and again the following year, and for
Police said that the suspect,
about 5' 5" and !50 pounds, was
utilities.
wearing a light blue shirt, havy·blue
Regent Calvin Horn questioned the BEF's interpretation of its role.
"Are they an ally of higher education or simply an arm of the pants and gold wire frame glasses.
Another UNM student reported
legislature?" Horn asked." I believe they should be an ally of education,
that while she was studying in the
defending it with the legislature,''
.
· Davis explained to the tegentsthat 1he University is asking for direct line Parrish library Sunday, a Spanish
appropriations next year for the Institute for Public Law and Services and male in his 20's exposed himself to
her.
the Buteau of Business and Economic Research.
She told police that the suspect
The tWo public service agencies, he said, have been funded from
University research overhead income. Bul costs are outstripping income, was abolll 5' 9" with short curly
he said. Additionally, Davis noted that similar public service institutes on brown hair, wearing light colored
pants and shi·rt.
other New Mexico campuses are funded by lihe item appropriatiot\S,
Police have been UJ\able !0
"1 believe similar functions should be funded on an equitable basis at all
idcnti fy the suspects.
of the>tate institutions," he said .

Regents to attend

A M I
M 1 L

lent
19 Fish from a
boat
21 Univ. bldg.
24 Barber's accessory
25 On the left
26 Spanish man
27 Literary
form
28 No. Amer.
plants
29 Use
30 Flirt
31 Mistake
34 Used a
stopwatch
37 Reprieves
39 Reserved
42 Put away

'.·,;',.

OMI checks deaths

Parking in rear

opposlte Hiland Shopping

., ,·1.

Bodies' identities unknown

1200 San Pedro NE
262·1946

oPeN

•tl16pm

· , . ·,.

violations on campus do exist - a
chair blocking a doorway, a can of
paint left out in the open - but if
these examples arc indeed
dangerous, the official responsibility for corrective action is
vague and elusive. It's like trying to
determine at which point the name
turns from blue to orange to
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44 Scandinavian
47 Volume
units
49 Chief
51 Devil
52 Baseball
slats
53 Century
plant
54 Movie
house, for
short
55 Data
56 Long narrative
57 Shamrock
land
58 Office piece
60 Small drink
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UNM police.
hear reports
of exposures

yellow.
While it is the Albuquerque Fire
Department's job to extinguish
fires on the UNM grounds, it is the
New Mexico Fire Marshall's
responsibility to make inspections,
locate violations and issue reports
calling for compliance with the tire
code.
Fire Marshall Bob Baca, though,
is handicapped with a staff of only
three.
"We're doing great if we can get
to one university a year for a
thorough inspection," Baca said.
"However, if we get a particular
complaint, we'll send someone oul
for that purpose.''
But unlike the city fire departmen!, which has ordinances with
teeth (warrants, the power to close
a building and levy fines), the state
has none and compliance reports
easily go neglected because Baca 's
staff cannot spare the time to check
up on each and every violation.
When Baca receives a serious
complaint at UNM, he said, he asks

city Fire Prevention Department
Assistant Chief Herman R. Bishop
to help out with an inspection,
Bishop said he helps out when he
can but," We have a limited staff
ourselves: there arc 4,000 occupancies within the city limits that
we haven't ever inspected yet.
"And since we have no authorily
at the University, ali we can do is
send a report and a recommendation to Santa Fe,"
In April and May of this year,
Baca said, an inspection of UNM
was undertaken and the final report
sen I to Van Darn Hooker,
University Architect.
The inspection covered the
dormitories, La Posada dining hall,
Popejoy Hall, Rodcy Theatre, und
several other buildings including
Mitchell Hall. Baca said that at the
time of the inspection the. fire
alarms in M itchcll Hall were
operating.
None of the violations mentioned
was particularly sedous, Baca said.
contlnuod on pogo 3

Programmers
out-computed
By CHRIS MILLER
Several UNM students took on
professional scientists in a com·
puler-programming contest
Saturday and the students came out
on top.
The contest, which took place at
the computer-science building,
involved I 5 teams of two
programmers each. There were ten
studeJ\i teams and five teams
comprised of professional com·
puter scientists.
The contest involved a com·
bination of speed and accuracy in
solving four problems. Contestants
had to first set up a program for
each problem and then submit it to
a judge when they felt they had
solved it.
Thirty penalty points were given
for any wrong answer, and one
penalty point was given for each
minute the problem was not solved.
Peter Komen and Robert Kinsman, both UNM students in the
l)NM Computer and Information
Science department came in first by
solving the most problems-three
in three hours with 908 penalty
points.

Educator
honored
ln tribute to the late Dr. Dolores
Gonzales, a plaque will be
presented Wednesday at 2 p.m. to
the Dolores Gonzales elementary
School.
Dean David Darling of the UNM
department of education will
present the plaque on behalf of the
people of Honduras in memory of
Gonzales, who died in 1975.
Gonzales Elementary School
served as the pilot school for the
bilingUal
program
in
the
Albuquerque Public School systerrl.
Prior to her employment with the
University of New Mexico in the
field of bilingual education in 1969,
Dr. Gonzales served as an
elementary education advisor for
the ·United States Agency for
international Development in
Central America. From 1966-1969,
Dr, Gonzales, her colleagues and
many educators of Honduras
developed Spanish language tex-·
tbooks. She was also very in·
strumental in the development of
Teacher Training Institutes ih
Honduras.

In second place were Bob
Johnson and John Montague, both
computer scientists from Los
Alamos Laboratories who solved
three problems wilh 1264 penalty
points.
Third place winners were Charles
Crowley and Karl Lieberherr, also
computer scientists.
Fourth and fifth place winners
were students Charles Crowley,
Gary Kliemowicz, John Seamons
and Peter Isbcrg whose teams
solved two problems each. The four
contestants are to participate in the
Rocky Mountain Regional contest
on Nov. 3 in Phoenix. The national
contest is scheduled for next
semester.
The winners of Saturday's
contest, Komen and Kinsman, will
not be going to the regional or
national finals as they will be
graduating.
The contest was organized by
Denis Duncan, a professor ih CIS.
Judges were professors Ed
Gilbert and Nancy Martin, also in
CIS_

Historian
to speak
on rights
The coordinator of the
UNM Native American StUdies
program will address a panel
on human rights Wednesday at
a
three-day
conference
beginning today at Pamona
College, Claremont, Calif.
Dr, Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
will deliver her speech,
"Human Rights, the United
States',
and
American
Indians," to the panel exploring human rights con·
ditions and problems in the

u.s.

Dunbar-Ortiz, a visiting
history
professor
from
California State University in
Hayward, said the treatment
of Native Awericans in the
U.S.
"constitutes gross
violations of human rights."
Her speech to !he panel wiH
center on the treatment of
Native Americans in the U.S.
and their struggle for a better
existence, she said.

